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Iran has officially inaugurated several 
mega projects in its natural gas hub of 
South Pars – projects that can put the 

country in the lead over production from 
a giant field that it shares with Qatar.  

The projects included South Pars 
Phases 17 and 18, Phase 19, as well as 
Phases 21 and 22. They were inaugurated 
by Iran’s President Hassan Rouhani. 

The phases increased Iran’s total gas 

production by 150 million cubic meters 
per day (mcm/d) thus bringing the coun-
try’s overall gas output to as high as 540 
mcm/d. The figure was an increase of 
above 100 percent from 250 mcm/d re-
corded in 2013 when Rouhani assumed 
office.

The inauguration of the phases also 
increased Iran’s production of conden-
sates by 200,000 barrels per day. Other 

A Dre am Come True
Iran Inaugur ates Mega Gas Projects Worth $20 bn

key products include ethane and liquefied 
petroleum gas (LPG) which respectively 
increased by 3 million tons per day (mt/d) 
with the inauguration of the phases.    

Rouhani further inaugurated pro-
duction of 35,000 barrels per day (bpd) 
of oil from an exceptional oil field which 
is located in South Pars gas hub – a field 
named South Pars Oil Layer. 

Iran’s President described the devel-
opment of the Oil Layer “a dream come 
true”.  He further expressed hope that 

production from the field would increase 
to as high as 60,000 bpd in the near fu-
ture.  

Other projects that were put on 
stream included four petrochemical proj-
ects that were developed by private com-
panies in South Pars. 

Iran’s media reported that the devel-
opment of South Pars phases as well as 
the Oil Layer and the petrochemical proj-
ects that were inaugurated by Rouhani 
had taken an investment of $20 billion. 

It is estimated that production from 
every two phases of South Pars would 
generate $3.5-$4 billion for Iran. Reports 
further said that the total investments in 
these phases would be reimbursed within 
less than two years.  

The Iranian President said the in-
auguration of the projects had marked a 
historic day for the country’s oil industry.

Rouhani also emphasized that the 
projects were manifestations of Resis-
tance Economy that the country was 

strongly pursuing for years, specifically 
after sanctions implemented against it 
since 2011. 

“We saw how the Iranian nation 
stood against the plots and the sanctions 
devised by the enemies,” he said at the 
inauguration ceremony of the projects. 
Today, he added, we are witnessing the 
results of the resistance and patience of 
the Iranian nation.  

South Pars – called the North Dome 
field in Qatar – is located in the Persian 

C o v e r  S t o r y
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Gulf and is the world’s biggest gas field 
with estimated reserves of 51 trillion cu-
bic meters of natural gas and some 50 bil-
lion barrels of condensates.  Experts be-
lieve that the field has more recoverable 
reserves than all other fields combined. 

Iran has so far developed 12 phases 
in the field – phases 1, 2&3, 4&5, 6-8, 
9&10, 15&16.  The remaining phases are 
11, 12, 13, 14 and 22-24.  

 
Industrial Prowess
Oil Minister Bijan Namdar Zan-

geneh said Iran’s industrial breakthroughs 
in the supergiant South Pars gas field 
show the world the country’s resistance 
and industrial might.

Addressing a packed press confer-
ence (April 16) ahead of the historic inau-
guration of gas and petrochemical mega 
projects in Assalouyeh, southern Iran, the 
minister said launching of the projects is 
a national honor for Iran and sends the 
world this message that “Iran is a power-
ful country both technically and industri-
ally because it could carry out these proj-
ects under the heavy sanctions.”

Inauguration of such huge projects 
on a single day is an unprecedented event 
in the history of Iran, said Zangeneh.

“No such thing has been seen even 
in other industries in Iran, and therefore 
this is a huge honor for the Islamic Revo-
lution and belongs to the people of Iran,” 
he noted.

The projects include 6 phase devel-

opment projects at South Pars gas field 
that will add 170 mcm/d of sour gas and 
150 mcm/d of sweet gas to the field’s dai-
ly production capacity.

Besides, each phase will supply 
0.5mt/d of ethane, 0.5mt/d liquefied pe-
troleum gas (LPG) and something be-
tween 35,000 to 40,000 b/d of natural gas 
condensates (ultralight crude oil).

Yet, the country will also start up 
four petrochemical projects: Phase II 
of Kavian Petrochemical Plant, Takht-e 
Jamshid Pars Petrochemical Plant, En-

tekhab Group Polystyrene Unit and MEG 
unit of Morvarid Petrochemical Plant.

Phase III of Pardis Petrochemical 
Plant along with Kaveh Methanol Project 
is also nearly ready for inauguration that 
will be launched in a matter of a week or 
more, added the official.

$1.5 bn from Exports
Director of the onshore refining fa-

cility of South Pars Phase 19 (SP. 19) 
project at Petropars Company said the 
phase has sold $1.5 bn worth of natural 
gas and condensates since March 2016.

Hossein Pilehchian Langroudi said 
acceleration of the phase’s recovery was 
signified by its proximity to the border 
frontiers with Qatar in the Persian Gulf.

He said the project came online at a 
relatively shorter period of time at lower 
costs, adding SP. 19 was Petropars’ first 
turnkey project in which deals with 900 
developers sealed for completion of the 
project.

Iranian companies had 69% share in 
completion of the project, he added, say-
ing that most of the items required for the 
project were procured by domestic sup-
pliers.

Phase 19 is developed for the pro-
duction of 56 mcm/d of sour gas to be 
transformed into 50 mcm/d of sweet gas, 
550 tons a day of ethane, 2,000 tons a day 
of propane, 1,200 tons a day of butane, 
80,000 b/d of gas condensate and 400 
tons a day of sulfur.  

Iran’s media reported 
that the development of 

South Pars phases as well 
as the Oil Layer and the 
petrochemical projects 
that were inaugurated 

by Rouhani had taken an 
investment of $20 billion.

Iran’s economy for more than four de-
cades has been affected by a chronic 
disease the symptoms of which are 

manifested in the form of high inflation 
and low growth rate in the long run. By 
taking a glance at the process of these 
two variables over the past four decades, 
it will become clear that the two elements 
in the course of time have recorded se-
vere and unpredictable fluctuations. Total 
productivity in the national economy dur-
ing the said period has become depleted.

In some years when the growth rate 
was high, it was mainly due to the rising 
level of an exogenous factor called oil 
revenues. If we compare the situation of 
the recent four decades with the golden 
ages of Iran’s economy in the 60s (before 
the Islamic Revolution), when the infla-
tion rate reached an average rate of be-
low 4 percent and the economic growth 
rate was above 10 percent and the change 
pace was relatively stable with no turbu-
lence, we will better understand the di-
mensions of the chronic disease that has 
affected our economy. 

Had that evolutionary trend contin-
ued, today Iran’s economic power would 
have been naturally higher than those 
of South Korea, Turkey and many other 
similar countries. Indeed, how that ex-
perience became possible and why it did 
not continue? What was the disease that 
affected an economy which was proudly 
taking its right and safe course and made 
it crippled gradually? To provide an an-
swer to this question that would cover all 
its dimensions is not possible in this lim-
ited space, but a few key and meaningful 
points can be cited which could perhaps 

shed further light on the issue. 
Important features of that golden era 

differentiate it from the subsequent de-
cades in Iran’s economy some of which 
are mentioned here. The 60s started with 
the regulated fiscal and monetary poli-
cies of the government for inflation con-
trol and those policies continued up to 
the beginning of the Fifth Development 
Plan, in early years of 1970s. Credit poli-
cies were such that liquidity growth in 
this period was in harmony with the eco-
nomic growth and as a result, the general 
level of prices did not suffer severe fluc-
tuations. 

In addition, in the wake of the adop-
tion of the law encouraging foreign in-
vestment in the late 50s and the opening 
of the business atmosphere, capital and 
advanced technology began entering the 
country unprecedentedly in the 60s. The 
open business atmosphere and lack of 
market suppressive institutions provided 

the possibility for accelerated market 
growth of the private sector with the help 
and cooperation of foreign enterprises 
and advanced technologies. 

Of course, heavy industries such 
as steel, auto manufacturing and petro-
chemicals with the government invest-
ment and foreign technology in late 
60s further accelerated the economic 
growth. However, the main engine of the 
economic growth of the country was a 
brisk and agile private sector, which was 
quickly developing thanks to its success-
ful operation in trade, services and pro-
cessing industries. 

What befell the growing Iranian 
economy like a nightmare and disrupted 
its balanced progress was the huge and 
irrational increase in the costs of the Fifth 
Development Plan by the government in 
1973, which was tripled as compared 
to the Fourth Plan. Unfortunately, this 
unjustified and illusory ambition which 
was inspired by the unexpected success 
of the previous two development plans 
coincided with an unprecedented in-
crease in government’s oil revenues af-
ter the adoption of the Fifth Plan. As a 
result, a new illusion was developed as 
though the financial bottleneck as the 
most important obstacle in the way of 
accelerating growth had been removed 
and implementation of any project from 
then on would be possible! In this way, 
the Fifth Plan was revised and its credits 
were doubled and the annual economic 
growth was projected at more than 25%! 

The injection of a massive volume 
of liquidity into the society in a short 
period of time which was mainly done 
by the government caused disorder and 

High Inflation, 
Low Growth 

What brought the 
growing trend of the 
economy in the 60s 
to an impasse was 

disorder in financial 
and monetary policies 
along with exercising 
heavy bureaucracy 

and creating market 
repressive organizations, 
which altogether made 

the business atmosphere 
turbulent and insecure. 

C o v e r  S t o r y O p i n i o n

Dr. Mousa Ghaninejad, Economist

Continued on Page 65
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Iranian President Hassan Rouhani 
paid a two-day state visit to Moscow 
where he met with his Russian coun-

terpart Vladimir Putin to discuss a range 
of bilateral and regional issues. The trip 
(March 27-28) took place during one of 
the most important periods in Iran-Russia 
relationship.

It was Rouhani’s first official visit 
to Moscow, and technically the first time 
the two leaders met within a purely bilat-
eral framework. Although it was the ninth 
time Putin and Rouhani had met face to 
face, their previous meetings were held 
either on the sidelines of international 
events, such as the UN General Assembly 
meeting, or in the context of multilateral 
initiatives. The last time they met was 
on Aug. 8, 2016, when they joined their 
Azerbaijani counterpart Ilham Aliyev for 
a trilateral summit in Baku. Putin’s only 
visit to Tehran during the past 10 years 
took place on Nov. 23, 2015, for a summit 
of the Gas Exporting Countries Forum.

All in all, though the close 
relationship between Iran and Russia is 

not dependent on specific administrations 
being in power in either country, and has 
so far been on a rather stable path, the 
current state of affairs in both countries 
assigned a greater degree of importance 
to Rouhani’s visit to Moscow.

In a brief statement to the press 
before his departure to Moscow, Rouhani 
said Iran has offered a number of oil and 
gas fields to the Russian companies. He 
expressed hope that the development of 
Russian-Iranian cooperation in the energy 
sector will speed up.

The delegation accompanying 
Rouhani included First Vice-President 

Eshaq Jahangiri, adviser to Ayatollah 
Ali Khamenei on international issues 
Ali Akbar Velayati, the ministers of 
foreign affairs, oil, trade, information and 
communication technologies, as well as 
the governor of the Central Bank of Iran.

Tehran, Moscow Ink 14 MOUs
Russia and Iran signed (March 28) a 

string of bilateral agreements in Moscow 
after a meeting between Putin and 
Rouhani, who have grown closer through 
their mutual support for Syrian President 
Bashar Assad. The agreements mostly 
focused on flourishing economic ties in 
the fields of energy and industry.

Putin said in televised comments af-
ter meeting Rouhani that trade between 
the countries had “grown more than 70 
percent” last year. “This is truly a good 
result considering that it was achieved 
in unstable global conditions and amid 
persistent volatility on the commod-
ity and currency markets,” Putin said. 
A joint statement issued by the Krem-
lin said that “special attention” had 

been paid to cooperation in energy, with 
both sides pledging to continue efforts 
to stabilize the international market. 
The joint statement covered a variety of 
issues including the Iran Nuclear Deal 
(also known as the Joint Comprehensive 
Plan of Action), unilateral sanctions, cy-
berattacks, the situation in Afghanistan, 
Iraq’s territorial integrity, global energy 
balance, etc. They also discussed joint 
development of large hydrocarbon fields, 
export credit extension to Iran, Bushehr 
Nuclear Power Plant (NPP), aircraft and 
helicopter sale to Iran, easing visa restric-
tions and Iran’s membership in Shanghai 
Cooperation Organization (SCO). 

Russia and Iran emphasized the im-
portance of international transit routes in 
bilateral and multilateral trade-economic 
cooperation and confirmed the intent 
to continue the practical steps to realize 
the North-South international transport 
corridor, read the statement. It stressed 
the importance of ramping up efforts to 
connecting Qazvin-Rasht-Astara railway 
line to this route [North-South] as soon 

as possible.
The high-ranking delegations of Iran 

and Russia signed 14 cooperation docu-
ments in various political, economic, ju-
dicial, legal, scientific and cultural fields 
in the presence of Rouhani and Putin.

National Iranian Oil Company 
(NIOC) and Russian top gas producer 
Gazprom signed a memorandum of un-
derstanding (MOU) on cooperation in the 
field of natural gas.

The parties expressed their willing-
ness to cooperate to ensure peace, stabil-
ity and security in the Caspian region, 
and develop shipping, transit and multi-
modal transportation, sustainable devel-
opment, environmental protection, the 
conservation and management of water 
and biological resources, combating oil 
pollution, tourism and marine scientific 
research, etc.

In addition, the two presidents 
expressed their willingness to work 
together to expand their cooperation in 
the political, economic and other areas in 
the South Caucasus and Central Asia in 
order to strengthen peace and stability in 
these regions.

Global Energy Balance
Russia and Iran also pledged to con-

tinue efforts to rein in oil production and 
stabilize markets, said the statement.

The Organization of the Petroleum 
Exporting Countries (OPEC) and other 
large oil producers, led by Russia, had 
agreed in December to cut their combined 
output by almost 1.8 million barrels per 
day (bpd) to reduce bloated oil invento-
ries and support prices.

Iran, however, successfully argued 
that it should not limit production that 
was slowly starting to recover after 
the lifting of international sanctions in 
January last year.

“Russia and Iran will continue 
cooperation in this sphere (in oil output 

cuts) in order to stabilize the global energy 
market and ensure stable economic 
growth,” the statement said.

Russia has pledged to cut oil output 
by 300,000 bpd in the first half of the year.

On March 26, OPEC and non-OPEC 
oil ministers, including Russian Energy 
Minister Alexander Novak, discussed the 
implementation of the December deal but 
stopped short of recommending that cuts 
be extended into the second half of the 
year.

Earlier, Iranian Oil Minister Bijan 
Zangeneh told reporters in Moscow that 
a global deal is likely to be extended, but 
time was needed to discuss the subject 
thoroughly.

“It seems that most of the OPEC 
and non-OPEC (countries) are going to 
extend the agreement, but time is needed 
to evaluate the situation and to have face-
to-face meetings and discussions with 
others,” Zangeneh said.

Asked whether Iran would be ready 
to cut its own output under the possible 
extension, Zangeneh said: “I think it is 
necessary that all members comply with 
their commitments.” 

Iran’s oil production stands close to 
3.8 million bpd, he said.

Development of Large Hydrocar-
bon Fields
Russian companies have reached 

agreements on development of major 
hydrocarbon fields in Iran.

“We see good potential to broaden 
interaction in the oil and gas sector. Lead-
ing Russian companies reached a series 
of important agreements on development 
of large hydrocarbon fields in Iran,” the 
Russian leader said.

Export Credits Extension
Russia informed Iran about comple-

tion of internal procedures for extension 
of two export credits to Iran.

Iran, Russia 
Ink 14 MOUs

Putin said in televised 
comments after meeting 

Rouhani that trade 
between the countries 
had “grown more than 
70 percent” last year.

T r a d e  &  B u s i n e s s
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“The Russian party informed Iran 
about completion of domestic govern-
ment procedures required for entry into 
force of the agreement between the two 
governments on extension of a state ex-
port credit for Iran to finance construc-
tion of a thermal power plant and the 
agreement on provision of a state export 
credit for Iran to finance electrification 
of Garmsar-Inceburun railway segment, 
signed in Tehran on December 13, 2016,” 
the statement said.

Implementation of projects 
stipulated by these agreements will 
promote investment and trade-economic 
cooperation between Russia and Iran, the 
parties said.

Furthermore, Putin and Rouhani 
stressed “importance of more active in-
terbank cooperation, including between 
central banks, and importance of using na-
tional currencies in mutual settlements.”

Bushehr Nuclear Power Plant
The first block of Bushehr Nuclear 

Power Plant reached the design capacity 
and documents for construction of the 
second and the third blocks are being 
coordinated, Putin said. 

Russia is providing significant aid 
to Iran in the nuclear sphere, he noted. 
“Our interaction is implemented in strict 
compliance with the international law, 
IAEA requirements and subject to all 
provisions of the comprehensive action 
plan in respect of Iran’s nuclear program,” 
Putin added.

SSJ-100 Aircraft and Helicopters 
Deliveries
Moscow and Tehran discussed an 

opportunity of supplying SSJ-100 aircraft 
and helicopters to Iran.

“Ways of expanding cooperation in 
machine-building and in the civil avia-
tion sector were discussed during nego-
tiations. Potential deliveries of modern 
medium-range Sukhoi SuperJet-100 air-
craft to Iran and helicopters for national 
ambulance aviation are on the agenda,” 
Putin said.

Inter-Regional Cooperation
Putin and Rouhani support the idea 

to hold a bilateral forum on inter-regional 
cooperation until the year ends.

“The parties pointed to a high level 
of cooperation between the regions 
of Russia and Iran and stated their 
intention to fully support this field of 

interaction,” the statement read. “Putin 
and Rouhani upheld the idea to arrange 
a Russian-Iranian forum on inter-regional 
cooperation either in Astrakhan or Sari 
before the end of 2017. Regional heads 
and representatives of the two countries’ 
business circles could attend the forum,” 
the statement added.

Easing Visa Restrictions
Moscow and Tehran will consider 

further joint steps aimed at easing visa 
restrictions for certain categories of 
Russian and Iranian citizens.

“Putin and Rouhani welcome the 
signing of the Agreement on visa-free 
group tours that aims at boosting cultural 
and humanitarian cooperation between 
Russia and Iran as well as at creating 
conditions for boosting tourist exchange,” 
the statement adds. According to the 
document, “the presidents handed down 
instructions to consider further joint 
steps to remove administrative barriers 
hampering trips of certain categories of 

citizens.”

SCO Membership
Russia supports Iran’s plans to join 

the Shanghai Cooperation Organization 
(SCO). “The Russia side confirmed its 
support for Iran’s membership bid in the 
Shanghai Cooperation Organization and 
spoke in favor of the swift consideration 
of this application,” the statement said.

According to the statement, the two 
presidents focused on the importance of 
strengthening Russian-Iranian coopera-
tion not only within the SCO but also in 
other multilateral regional formats. Apart 
from that, with an aim of enhancing 
peace and stability in Central Asia and 
South Caucasus, Moscow and Tehran 
“confirmed their readiness to expand co-
operation in these regions in the political, 
economic and other spheres and stressed 
their commitment to cooperation in mul-
tilateral formats involving other regional 
nations.”

The Shanghai Cooperation Orga-
nization (SCO) is a permanent regional 
association founded in Shanghai, China, 
on June 15, 2001 by six nations, namely 
Russia, China, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, 
Tajikistan and Uzbekistan. Its priority 
tasks include joint counteraction to ter-
rorism and extremism; cooperation in 
education as well as in the energy, oil and 
gas, transport, communication and other 
spheres. In 2015, a decision was taken to 
grant full-fledged membership to India 
and Pakistan. Iran has been enjoying an 
observer nation status since 2005. 

The first block of 
Bushehr Nuclear Power 
Plant reached the design 
capacity and documents 

for construction of 
the second and the 

third blocks are being 
coordinated, Putin said. 

Azerbaijan Launches Iran Rail Link

Azerbaijan officially launched a 
rail link with Iran (March 5) by 
sending a train across the border 

to Iran’s northern city of Astara thus tak-
ing an ambitious multimodal transport 
project that connects northern Europe to 
India closer to reality. 

The train arrived in Iran simultane-
ous with a visit to the Islamic Republic 
by Azerbaijan’s President Ilham Aliyev 
where he discussed the implementation 
of the North-South Transport Corridor 
(NSTC) with his Iranian counterpart 
Hassan Rouhani.  

Aliyev told reporters after meeting 
Rouhani that the NSTC was an important 
project, stressing that it could have 
positive effects on the economies of its 
host countries. 

He indicated Baku’s determination 
to materialize the project when he said his 
country would invest in the construction 
of a railway from Iran’s northern city of 
Rasht to Astara. 

Aliyev emphasized that a basic 

agreement that was signed between the 
main railway companies of Iran and 
Azerbaijan during his March 5 meeting 
with Rouhani was in the same connection 
and could help facilitate the expansion 
of economic relations between the two 
countries.

The NSTC is a multi-modal route 

to link India and the Middle East to the 
Caucasus, Central Asia and Europe.

The ship, road and rail routes 
connect India’s Mumbai to the Iranian 
port of Bandar Abbas and further to 
Baku in Azerbaijan as well as Astrakhan, 
Moscow and St Petersburg in Russia 
before stretching to northern Europe and 
Scandinavia.

In addition to Iran, India and Russia, 
countries that are on board to integrate 
into the transit network include Armenia, 
Azerbaijan, Belarus, Kyrgyzstan, 
Kazakhstan, Ukraine, Turkey, Tajikistan, 
Oman, Syria and Bulgaria.

Call for Enhanced Iran-Azeri 
Trade
Leader of the Islamic Revolution 

Ayatollah Ali Khamenei said the level 
of economic cooperation between Iran 
and Azerbaijan is low in view of the two 
sides’ capacities, calling for a tenfold rise 
in bilateral trade.    

The Azeri 
president hailed 
Iranian firms for 

making investments 
in Azerbaijan, noting 
that the completion 

of the transportation 
corridor could deliver 

considerable benefits for 
the regional nations.

T r a d e  &  B u s i n e s s
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Ayatollah Khamenei made the 
statement in a meeting with Aliyev in 
Tehran (March 5).

The top Azeri official said mutual 
ties are “at an excellent level” and hostile 
efforts to undermine the relationship will 
get nowhere.

In a joint news conference with 
his Azeri counterpart earlier in the day, 
President Rouhani said the considerable 
growth in annual trade between Tehran 
and its northwestern neighbor shows the 
two countries are on the right path of de-
veloping wide-ranging cooperation.

Bilateral trade grew by 70% in 2016 
to $500 million, following the implemen-
tation of several cooperation agreements 
signed in recent years.

Hailing “friendly, brotherly and 
strategic” relations, Rouhani said bilat-
eral political, economic and cultural co-
operation has grown significantly in the 
past three years and that the two coun-
tries should keep up efforts on this path.

Rouhani urged the two countries 
to work to implement their part in de-
veloping the International North-South 
Transportation Corridor, a route stretch-
ing from the Indian Ocean to Russia, 
China, Central Asia and East Europe.

Voicing Iran’s readiness to swap 
oil and oil products with Azerbaijan, he 
reiterated that the two Muslim countries 
hold similar views on regional issues.

Aliyev said his government intends 
to establish “deep and long-lasting” rela-
tions with the Islamic Republic, adding 
that their friendship is in the interest of 
the two nations and the region.

The Azeri president hailed Iranian 
firms for making investments in 
Azerbaijan, noting that the completion of 
the transportation corridor could deliver 
considerable benefits for the regional 
nations.

Before the presser and after a meet-
ing between high-ranking delegations of 
the two countries, the two sides’ officials 
signed two memorandums of under-
standing on fighting money laundering 
and expanding railroad links.

Aliyev’s visit to Tehran was the 
third in the past three years. He last 
visited Iran in February 2016 when the 
two sides signed 11 memorandums 
of understanding and agreements to 
promote mutual cooperation in a wide 
range of fields.   

President Hassan Rouhani was 
accorded a very warm welcome on 
his arrival (Feb. 28) in Islamabad 

to participate in the 13th Economic 
Cooperation Organization (ECO) Summit 
meeting.

Federal Minister Abdul Qadir 
Baloch received the visiting dignitary 
at the Nur Khan Air Base. The Iranian 
President was presented a 21-gun-salute 
on his arrival.

A red carpet was rolled out for Presi-
dent Rouhani, while a smartly turned-out 
contingent of Pakistan Armed Forces pre-
sented a guard of honor to him.

The Iranian President delivered a 
speech at the ECO Summit on the Islamic 
Republic’s stances and positions on 
various issues.

On the sidelines of the summit, 
Rouhani also attended a dinner banquet 
hosted by Pakistan’s Prime Minister 
Nawaz Sharif and held meetings with 
senior officials of the participating 
countries, including his Turkish 
counterpart Tayyip Erdogan.

This was the Iranian President’s 

“At this summit, security and re-
gional issues will be discussed with ECO 
leaders in addition to economic coopera-
tion,” Rouhani said.

The last ECO s ummit was held in 
October 2012 in Baku, Azerbaijan, and 
the 21st meeting of the ECO Council of 
Foreign Ministers was held in November 
2013 in the Iranian capital, Tehran.

ECO is an intergovernmental region-
al organization which was established in 
1985 by Iran, Pakistan and Turkey for the 
purpose of promoting economic, techni-
cal and cultural cooperation among the 
member states.

In 1992, the organization was ex-
panded to include seven new members. 
Afghanistan, Azerbaijan, Iran, Kazakh-
stan, Kyrgyzstan, Pakistan, Tajikistan, 
Turkey, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan are 
current member states of ECO.

World Economy’s Heart to Beat 

in Asia
Rouhani said Asia is to take the lead 

from the rest of the world in economic su-
premacy from the second half of the 21st 
century onwards.

“The world economy’s heart is to 
beat in Asia from the second half of the 
present century,” President Rouhani said 
in his address at the forum.

 “Emerging Asian economies will be 
changing the course of the world econo-
my from the West toward the East. This 
change will turn the 21st century to the 
century of Asia’s supremacy,” he added.

Economic assessments, the Iranian 
chief executive said, showed that change 
in the economic position of some of the 
influential members of ECO over the next 
decade will again make the organization 
“the key to West-East interaction in the 
Asia of the future.”

Rouhani said that the ECO region 
was the shortest and most economical 
course for trade and transportation from 
Europe to the rest of Asia.

He said, however, there was much 
room for the enhancement of cooperation 
in the field of energy in the geographical 
region.

Rouhani noted that ECO should play 
its effective role in building future econo-
mies, as a unique geo-strategic location 

World Economy’s 
Heart to Beat in Asia

of the region putting the 10-member 
group in an ideal position.

Fighting Terror
Elsewhere in his remarks, President 

Rouhani urged “faith in our capability to 
solve our problems” and an end to the 
“destructive competitions” in the fight 
against the common bane of terrorism 
and extremism.

Toward that purpose, he asserted, 
“we should mobilize our wills to return 
to our historical position of highway of 
civilization, culture, and business.” 

The Iranian President stressed that 
ECO forms a suitable ground for the cre-
ation of a safer region for our peoples.

Trade Ties with Turkey, Pakistan
Speaking to reporters upon his ar-

rival at Tehran’s Mehrabad Airport, Rou-

hani said the ECO Summit highlighted 
promoting bonds among member states. 
He added that the participants underlined 
the necessity of cooperating on road, rail-
way and shipping activities as well as in 
gas and oil sectors. They also called for 
removing obstacles in the way of trade 
among those countries.

Referring to his meetings with Paki-
stani premier and Turkish president on 
the sidelines of the summit, Rouhani said 
that Iran, Pakistan and Turkey are the 
founding members of ECO and that the 
meetings focused on bilateral relations 
between the two sides.

He further noted that during the 
meeting with President Erdoğan, the two 
discussed promotion of bilateral banking 
relations and using their national curren-
cies for trade activities. It was also agreed 
that preferential tariff agreement, earlier 
discussed by the two countries’ officials, 
be implemented.

Turkey’s investment in Iran and re-
gional developments were also discussed 
in the meeting with Turkish president, 
Rouhani said.

He hailed his talks with Prime Minis-
ter Sharif, saying that the two exchanged 
views on bilateral ties, cooperation in the 
field of energy and increasing gas exports 
to Turkey.  

second trip to Pakistan as he paid a two-
day visit to the neighboring country in 
March 2016.

The summit reviewed the standing 
of the ECO in the light of the new 
and emerging global and regional 
circumstances and discussed the course 
of action the organization should follow 
to expand regional economic cooperation 
among its member states. 

Speaking to reporters ahead of his 
departure for Islamabad, Rouhani said 
Iran attached great importance to good 
relations with its neighbors

“Most of the ECO members are 
neighboring countries to Iran and 
strengthening multilateral cooperation is 
important for the future of the region,” he 
added.

The region is currently at a “very 
sensitive” juncture and has been facing 
problems such as terrorism in the recent 
years, he noted.

“At this summit, security 
and regional issues will 
be discussed with ECO 
leaders in addition to 

economic cooperation,” 
Rouhani said.
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Not long ago, the daily “Donyay-e 
Eqtesad” published an alarming 
article under the title of “Repeat-

ing the Experience of Quick-Impact Proj-
ects?” in which the plan for allocation of 
16 thousand billion tomans in loans to 
boost production was evaluated. As we 
know, the plan was implemented with an 
aim of activating 7500 troubled corpora-
tions; though up to date, the number of 
applicants for this facility has increased 
to 15 thousand.

Perhaps such a dramatic difference 
arises from the imprecise estimation of 
the relevant authorities of the number of 
“qualified” corporations and perhaps after 
a short time everyone realized that a certain 
“condition” is not involved and thus more 
corporations applied for the facilities. 

The truth is that the selected criteria 
of the qualified corporations to receive the 
facilities have not been specified and no 
expert study has been conducted in this re-
gard. The truth will be unveiled in the selec-
tion of the units which had been practically 

wastage of national resources.
In the new plan however, there is 

no trace of pressures and compulsions. 
In fact, those groups of justified compa-
nies (and qualified in all respects) which 
have received positive responses from 
the “loan committees” and have received 
“the letter to the bank”, in referring to the 
banks are encountered with conditions 
they are not ready to accept and finally 
receive no money. In some cases, parts or 
whole of the facilities allocated to the ap-
plicants are collected to make up for their 
previous debts (which is contrary to the 
instructions of the “plan for allocation of 
facilities”; but is fully in practice). Statis-
tics on bank “payments” in line with the 
new plan also include such displacements.

Given that these same displacements 
are in need of offering stronger and more 
practicable securities by the applicant, 
some of the manufacturers evaluate this 
whole event as a trick by the banks “to 
stabilize” their demands. This cynical in-
terpretation of the motivation under dis-

cussion might perhaps be untrue; but the 
fact that a large number of categorized 
companies as the “loan recipients” have 
not received part or the entire allocated 
sum is not a matter of question.

In the opinion of most of the big 
shots in the field of industry, implemen-
tation of this plan would neither lead to 
a significant increase in employment nor 
would solve the dilemma of the present 
stagnation. In fact, if the implementation 
of this plan is not considered politically 
motivated in the remaining months to the 
elections and if the mentioned plan is tru-
ly the outcome of analysis of the govern-
ment’s economic team of the reasons for 
the widespread recession in the industry, 
and if the economic authorities really con-
sider implementation of this plan a curing 
prescription for the salvation of the indus-
try from the abyss it has been caught in, 
producers are then right to be concerned 
about their future. From their perspective, 
resort to such plans is an indication of un-
awareness of the economic authorities of 

the roots of the recession governing over 
the industry and their confusion in how to 
deal with such a dilemma.

The reality that confusion exists 
cannot be denied. The fact that we do not 
ask ourselves why the industry has been 
stuck, why domestic production has lost 
its competitiveness, why most corpora-
tions cannot make their ends meet and 
why owners of micro and macro capitals 
are reluctant to invest in their manufac-
turing areas and instead of trying to solve 
these key predicaments we see the rem-
edy in merely injecting money among ap-
plicants, are not signs of confusion?

Undoubtedly, most of the manufac-
turing corporations are suffering from 
shortage of working capital and some of 
them become profitable through injection 
of liquidity. Of course, assisting them is 
an appropriate action but who have exact-
ly identified these groups of corporations? 
We know the “loan” workgroup neither 
enjoyed expert tools for the exact survey 
of the current status of the applicant cor-
porations and their future perspective nor 
had enough time to take such a measure. 

Apparently, the main responsibility 
for identifying the justified applicants is 
delegated to the banks and they make the 
decision on the basis of their own inter-
ests which is of course understandable. 
But the fact that those interests are in 
conformity with the intension of the eco-
nomic authorities (that is to say to turn 
the rusty wheels of the industry by inject-
ing the resources in qualified and needy 
corporations), is a shot in the dark.

However, why the economic team of 
the government does not target the main 
issue? There is no expert who would not 
know that production in our country is 
not profitable. The return of investment 
in productive activities is low and the 
best sign of this reality is the declining 
trend of investment in the industry sec-
tor. According to statistics announced 
by the Ministry of Industry, from 1385 
(2006/07) up to 1393 (2014/15) invest-
ment in the industry sector experienced a 
significant drop which can be interpreted 
as the declining attraction for investors to 
make investment in the industry sector. 
The drop in attractiveness was as such 
that between 1387 (2008/09) and 1393 
(2014/15) investment in the industry sec-
tor (at current prices) reduced about 60%. 
It is not irrelevant that the head of the 
Institute for Commercial Studies and Re-
search has described the situation as “free 

fall” of investment in the industry sector.
According to another official report, 

the share of the industry and mine from 
the total fixed gross capital in the country 
has taken a downward trend since 1383 
(2004/05) which “shows that investments 
have relatively been withdrawn from the 
industry and mine sector and made in 
other economic sectors of Iran.”

It would have been better if the of-
ficials in charge of the economy looked 
for an answer to this question that why 
the potential investors who would natu-
rally go everywhere for more profits, are 
keeping away from the industry sector? 
If they do they would inevitably come to 
the same conclusion that industry in our 
country is a challenging and loss making 
activity with low return and as a result 
has no attraction for investors. If they 

Injection of Liquidity Is Not 
the Answer to Economic Crisis!
paralyzed, for reasons separate from liquid-
ity shortage, and will be paralyzed again in 
not too distant future with most certainty 
(and foreigners call them “zombies”).

There is no need to emphasize that 
the ambiguity in the conditions for choos-
ing the units that are eligible to receive 
the facilities plus lack of expert view will 
boost the market for recommended selec-
tions upon “favoritism” and rent seeking. 
No wonder that in the article of “Donyay-
e Eqtesad” and also in the discussions 
among producers, mention is made of 
repetition of the experience of “quick-
impact projects”.  The similarity between 
the two plans is not perfectly accurate. In 
the “quick-impact” projects, of course, 
the selections were done without observ-
ing any regulations; but under the govern-
ment pressure, the banks were forced to 
pay the loans to the selected ones. The 
damage which was inflicted on the econ-
omy was the result of the compulsory and 
irregular payment of facilities to the ap-
plicants which caused an unprecedented 

Then there would be no “favoritism” and 
the rent seekers would receive nothing. 
More importantly, wastage of resources 
would be prevented.

The reality is that many of the com-
panies receiving these loans are corpora-
tions with obsolete technology and old and 
inefficient physical capital that would re-
sort to more loans out of desperation in or-
der to survive.  Liquidity injection would 
not relieve their pain but rather would add 
up to the load of their debts. Would it not 
be better if they were offered an honorable 
and less problematic way to halt operation 
without the fear of scandal and devastation 
and evaded more losses and debts? Do not 
the economic authorities know that “facili-
tating conditions for halting activities” is 
one of the necessities of the market-based 
economies and is considered one of the 10 
criteria for making an assessment of the 
business environment? Injection of liquid-
ity to the “zombies” would only postpone 
their inevitable fate and waste the unique 
and valuable resources.

The manufacturers are reluctant to 
criticize the 11th government. They know 
that this administration has inherited a 
crisis-hit economy and has an acceptable 
work report on diminishing the problems 
and creating social calm. We have not 
forgotten that only during the last two 
years of the previous government, the 
per capita gross domestic product in our 
country reduced by about 11%, national 
income dropped by 20% and inflation rate 
jumped to 40%. Even imagination of that 
condition, together with the sharp fall in 
oil revenues, is truly alarming. The stop-
page of that trend has not been a small 
achievement. Aside from this, producers 
sustained severe losses as a result of the 
imprudence of the former government 
and paid a heavy price and for this reason 
they understand the difficult circumstanc-
es of the government.

However, as long as the “loan plan” 
proves to be a symbolic movement and a 
sign of the government’s goodwill for re-
lieving the pains, the implications can be 
ignored and forgotten. The main concern 
of the manufacturers is that the economic 
team of the government would truly con-
sider plans of this kind as a remedy for the 
industrial stagnation and in the future too, 
after overcoming “financial bottleneck”, re-
sort to such solutions for the salvation of the 
industry. This is a matter of real concern! 

By: Dr. Farrokh Ghobadi

There is no need to 
emphasize that the 

ambiguity in the conditions 
for choosing the units that 
are eligible to receive the 

facilities plus lack of expert 
view will boost the market 

for recommended selections 
upon “favoritism” and 

rent seeking.

truly came to this conclusion, logic dic-
tated that instead of resorting to immature 
and tested plans of this kind, they should 
place solution of the main dilemma, that 
is to say reduction of challenges and costs 
for production and making industry prof-
itable, on their agenda.

Of course, we know that the govern-
ment’s hand is empty, but if the govern-
ment intended to inject the 16 thousand 
billion tomans into production, would it 
not be better if this money were spent on 
improvement of the business environment 
and reduction of the obvious and clandes-
tine costs of production (insurance, tax, 
bank interest rate, the crippling penalties, 
the invisible but real costs) so that the 
paralyzing pressures on manufacturing 
corporations would slightly be eased? In 
that case, the real producers, those who 
have employees and pay for insurance, 
tax, interest rate and penalty, would take 
advantage of government’s assistance 
and their production costs would reduce. 
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Iran’s economy in terms of degree of 
development is an economy transit-
ing from reliance on resources to 

efficiency. The composition of produc-
tion and export of such an economy is 
more based on the raw materials, min-
eral products and goods with a relatively 
low added value; therefore, the degree 
of complexity of production and export 
is relatively low and such an economy 
is devoid of diversified leverages for the 
development of efficiency and reliance 
on it as well as innovation and new tech-
nology-based production. 

In the meantime, the current situ-
ation of the Iranian economy is such 
that tools that can help maintain and 
strengthen the competitiveness of pro-
duction do not exist any more. Iran’s 
economy is typically an economy with 
very high bank interest and the rate of 
inflation despite the decline in the past 
few years, is still higher than the world 

average; it is an economy which has a 
complex situation in terms of improper 
regulations and business conditions; 
therefore, while in a condition in which 
we are deprived of the leverage of com-
petitiveness or enjoy the least of it, we 
are forced to pay more attention to other 
tools one of which is the foreign ex-
change rate. 

Foreign currency rate, or in other 
words the upward trend of foreign cur-
rency rate which can somehow com-
pensate for the impacts of inflation and 
high bank interest rates and undesirable 
working conditions, under the status quo 
is inevitable for Iran’s economy. Un-
til the time when the government is in 
control of foreign currency rate by using 
the highly powerful petro dollars, this 

caused by inflation rate, undesirable 
working environment and high bank in-
terest rates. 

This moderate increase will create 
balance in the market. Such a policy 
cannot be continuously followed up. If 
we succeed in holding the inflation rate 
below five percent after decades, if we 
keep the bank interest rate one digit, 
and if we can build up a revolution in 
the working environment, the foreign 
currency rate tool will not have its 
efficiency; but because this is not our 
situation and we have not reached the 
proper conditions with our foreign 
competitors and the average global 
rate, the foreign currency rate is among 
the least leverages and tools that can 
keep Iran’s economy competitive and 

general status of production by using 
the tools we have mentioned, should be 
placed in the condition of preserving the 
current employment and in continuation 
in creation of new job opportunities. 

Of course, the favorable condition 
is creation of new employment through 
which the high unemployment rate could 
be compensated. By the assumption of 
employment stability, increase in foreign 
currency rate will leave a limited impact 
on part of the household basket which 
has direct dependence on the foreign 
currency rate: Specifically, consumer 
goods or imported capital goods of the 
household. 

As to consumer goods, it should be 
said that the majority of the imported 
consumer goods are luxurious or semi- 
luxurious to which a very low share has 
been allocated in the average family 
basket; therefore, the household basket 
will not be seriously and greatly influ-
enced by the increase in the foreign cur-
rency rate. If the foreign currency rate 
is increased in a bouncing way, what 
will cause pressure on the vulnerable 
strata is the increase in inflation rate 
that can generally leave its impact on 
all the commodities; but as long as the 
inflation caused by the monetary poli-
cies of the Central Bank and budgetary 
policies of the government is controlled, 
increase in the foreign currency rate will 
have no significant impact on inflation 

Increase in Foreign 
Exchange Rate, Natural 

Response of Iran Economy
rate will be suppressed after a while and 
the stability resulting from it will boost 
in a few years timeframe. Under such 
circumstances, almost all the produc-
tion sectors will take advantage of this 
change rather than making loss, because 
their competitiveness will be preserved.

Given that composition of Iran’s 
economy is more with the products 
with low value-added and raw materi-
als, generally with the change in foreign 
exchange rate, they would find more 
maneuvering room for preserving com-
petitiveness and more export. This point 
should be taken into consideration that 
increase in the foreign currency par-
ity rate, if it is in the form of bouncing 
and within a short period of time and 
in the form of severe fluctuations (up 
and down), will render help to no eco-
nomic sector; therefore, the intention is 
a moderate increase in the foreign cur-
rency rate in line with covering the costs 

compensate for the recession of the 
production sector to some extent. 

On the other hand, the effect of 
the increasing foreign currency rate on 
the people’s life is something always 
considered by economic policymakers. 
People’s livelihood more than anything 
else and at any rate, will be harmed 
when there is no income in that family 
and the breadwinner of the household is 
unemployed. This is the highest level of 
vulnerability that can be imposed on the 
middle and lower class strata. This situ-
ation is experienced when the economy 
is in recession or it witnesses continuous 
low growth and status of production and 
employment units is undesirable.

As a result, the most important help 
that can be offered to the vulnerable 
masses is to provide the condition so 
that improvement in the economy will 
be made and unemployment rate will go 
down. To create job opportunities, the 

and finally on the living condition of the 
household. 

Remarks by the honorable governor 
of the Central Bank on reducing the 
foreign exchange rate in the next three 
months, in view of this writer, have been 
made irrespective of the economic status 
quo of the country. Experience has 
shown that despite remarks by the CBI 
governors, increase in the hard currency 
rates on the basis of the real response of 
the economy, will stay and the rates will 
not go back to the previous periods. 

If the government tries to commit 
such an action by resorting to the pet-
rodollars, its harm on the economy will 
be even more. For this reason I consider 
this comment more as a bid to ensure the 
market and create stability and halt the 
rise in foreign currency rates. Otherwise, 
if the decision is seriously discussed in 
the Central Bank, more negative results 

could be anticipated for it. 
Increase in the foreign currency 

rate under the status quo, is the natural 
reflection of Iran’s economy and a sound 
and principled balance and its reduction 
cannot definitely have positive effects. 
In fact, if the CBI in the coming months 
succeeds in keeping the currency at its 
current rates, it would be the best deci-
sion. In circumstances under which the 
currency rate moves from its premium 
level towards a new balanced level, it is 
possible that emotional businesses and 
decisions in that period impose unreal 
changes on the currency rate; but when 
the currency rate reached a new level 
of balance, business will not take place 
and if the officials of the Central Bank 
announced the business as a reason for 
the increase in hard currency rate, they 
would create further commotion in the 
market. 

If we take a look at the past, in the 
past few years when the currency rate 
experienced a sudden increase, remarks 
of the officials about brokerage and 
business in the market, prompted further 
tension in the market; but fortunately 
in this juncture such statements are 
heard less which shows the professional 
approach of the officials.  

By: Pedram Soltani, 
Vice President of Iran Chamber of Commerce, 
Industries, Mines and Agriculture (ICCIMA)

The current situation 
of the Iranian economy 
is such that tools that 

can help maintain 
and strengthen the 
competitiveness of 

production do not exist 
any more.
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Europe’s Airbus signed a firm 
contract on December 22 to sell 
100 jets to Iran Air, completing a 

return by Western plane giants and paving 
the way for deliveries to start in January, 
a year after sanctions against Iran were 
lifted.

The deal took weeks of shuttling 
between Airbus headquarters in Toulouse, 
France, and Tehran, complicated by a 
shortage of expert legal advice as Iran 
completes its biggest commercial deals 
with the West since its 1979 Islamic 
Revolution.

The agreement signed by Farhad 
Parvaresh, Iran Air Chairman and CEO 
and Fabrice Bregier, Airbus President and 
CEO, covers 46 A320 Family, 38 A330 
Family and 16 A350 XWB aircraft. De-
liveries will begin in early 2017.

“I am delighted that we have reached 
an agreement to go to the next decisive 
phase and start taking delivery of new air-

to the world that the commercial goals 
of Iran and its counterparts are better 
achieved with international cooperation 
and collaboration,” said Parvaresh.

“This is a landmark agreement not 
only because it paves the way for Iran Air’s 
fleet renewal”, said Bregier. “Our overall 
accord includes pilot training, airport 
operations and air traffic management so 
this agreement is also a significant first 
step in the overall modernization of Iran’s 
commercial aviation sector”.

The agreement is subject to US 
government Office of Foreign Assets 
Control (OFAC) export licenses which 
were granted in September and Novem-
ber 2016. These licenses are required for 
products containing 10 per cent or more 
US technology content. Airbus coordinat-
ed closely with regulators in the EU, US 
and elsewhere to ensure understanding 
and full compliance with the Joint Com-
prehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA). Air-

bus will continue to act in full compliance 
with the conditions of the OFAC licenses, 
according to a press release posted on 
Airbus Company website.

The agreement follows the imple-
mentation of the JCPOA, its associated 
rules and guidance and included new 
commercial aircraft orders as well as a 
comprehensive civil aviation package. 
The package includes pilot and mainte-
nance training, supporting the develop-
ment of air navigation services (ATM), 
airport and aircraft operations and regula-
tory harmonization.

As the world’s leading aircraft man-
ufacturer, Airbus offers the most com-
prehensive range of passenger airliners 
from 100 to more than 600 seats. Airbus 
has design and manufacturing facilities 
in France, Germany, the UK, and Spain, 
and subsidiaries in the US, China, India, 
Japan and in the Middle East. In addition, 
Airbus provides the highest standard of 

customer support and training through an 
expanding international network.

Airbus said almost half the jets 
would be for short to medium routes and 
that deliveries would start early next year.

Such a deal would worth $18-20 
billion at list prices, depending on variants 
flown, but Iran is expected to receive steep 
discounts from foreign manufacturers as 
its aviation renewal coincides with a drop 
in demand elsewhere.

The Iran Air chief was quoted earlier 
as saying the value of the contract would 
not exceed $10 billion.

It is expected to be followed by a 
formal deal to buy turboprop aircraft 
from ATR, half-owned by Airbus.

Boeing Deal
The breakthrough comes days after 

Iran signed a $17 billion deal with Boeing 
for 80 jets and is expected to sharpen ef-

Airbus, Boeing 
Seal Deals with 
Iran for Sale of 

180 Aircraft
“I am delighted that 
we have reached an 

agreement to go to the 
next decisive phase and 
start taking delivery of 
new aircraft,” Farhad 

Parvaresh, Iran Air 
Chairman said.

craft. I am gratified that this new round 
of cooperation with Airbus has come to 
fruition and brought us closer with more 
practical steps to follow for Iran Air’s 
fleet renewal. Iran Air considers this 
agreement an important step towards a 
stronger international presence in civil 
aviation. We hope this success signals 

forts by the U.S. company to persuade the 
incoming U.S. administration to allow the 
trade to go ahead, aviation experts said.

The first jet, an Airbus A321 already 
painted in Iran Air livery, may arrive be-
fore the Jan. 20 inauguration of President-
elect Donald Trump, who has opposed an 
international deal to lift sanctions in re-
turn for curbs on Iran’s nuclear activities.

“When Airbus and ATR aircraft start 
going into Iran, Boeing will point to that 
to argue that it should implement its own 
deal,” said an aviation source who closely 
followed the talks.

“Today is a historic day. . . that after 
41 years, Iran Air and Boeing ink this 
deal,” said Abbas Akhoundi, Iran’s Min-
ister of Roads and Urban Development at 
the ceremony. “It has a clear message for 
the world. . . by which businessmen are 
telling the world that they support peace, 
calm and development of humanitarian 
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affairs.”
The Boeing sale includes 50 737 

MAX 8s, 15 777-300ERs and 15 777-9s, 
the largest of its newest long-haul jet. The 
aircraft will be delivered over the next 
decade with the first arriving in 2018.

The deal will be a welcome boost to 
Boeing’s efforts to bridge the transition 
from its current generation 777 wide-
bodies to the new re-engined 777X 
version. It also gives Boeing’s new 
generation 737 MAX a welcome boost 
in the face of fierce competition from 
Airbus’ A320 narrow-body family, which 
has been taking the majority of single-
aisle orders.

However, Iran Air is equally buying 
a mix of new and current generation 
aircraft from Airbus in two stages — both 
of which have been granted approval by 
US authorities.

Boeing said it “coordinated closely 
with the US government throughout the 
process leading up to the sale and contin-
ues to follow all license requirements as 
it moves forward to implement the sales 
agreement”.

Iran has said it needs 500 new aircraft 
to renew the country’s ageing fleet, which 
includes some of the oldest models still in 
operation globally. Iran has said that only 
12 passenger aircraft out of 250 were less 
than 15 years old.

Moving Quickly
Despite rivalries, the Airbus and 

Boeing deals with Iran are unusually 
intertwined because each depends on 
continued U.S. clearances for the sale of 
planes built with U.S. parts.

“Everyone has an interest in moving 
quickly. The Iranian government wants 
to show results from the nuclear deal; 
Airbus wants to get deliveries moving 
and Boeing wants the leverage it can 
get from European deliveries to Iran,” 
another source said.

Republican critics of the nuclear 
pact want Trump to block the aircraft 
deals and have sought to hamper them by 
voting to tighten restrictions on use of the 
U.S. financial system.

Airbus is expected to be paid in 
euros instead of the usual dollars and is 
likely to provide its own financing for 
the first few jets, adding to cash strains 
caused by a spike in customer financing 
for Turkey this year.

However, both sides confirmed the 
Airbus A380 had been jettisoned from a 

provisional list first agreed in January.
Reuters first reported in June that the 

original proposal for 12 A380s - seen as a 
symbol of Iran’s determination to catch up 
with Persian Gulf rivals and a shot in the 
arm for Airbus as it struggled to sell the 
world’s largest airliner - was threatened 
by domestic opposition in Iran.

U.S. regulatory delays further 
reduced the order by six planes, lowering 
the total order to 100 from 118 jets.

Test for Trump, Rouhani
Financial sources said Boeing has 

a financing plan for 15 777-300ER jets, 
which are expected to be delivered from 
2018, but the rest of the financing may 
still have to be negotiated.

The deal could also test relations 
between America’s top exporter and U.S. 
President-elect Donald Trump, days after 
he complained about the cost of new 
Boeing “Air Force One” jets.

Because of the length of the 10-year 
deal, some U.S. export licenses may need 
to be extended during Trump’s adminis-
tration. The president-elect, who opposes 
last year’s nuclear sanctions deal with 
Iran, has also rattled Boeing by sparring 
with China, which accounts for a fifth of 
the company’s deliveries.

A Boeing statement said the Iranian 
contract would support tens of thousands 
of U.S. jobs for the 777-300ER jets and 
nearly 100,000 U.S. aerospace jobs for 
the whole package.

The acquisition of modern planes is 
an important achievement for President 
Hassan Rouhani, who pledged when 
elected three years ago that he would 
negotiate a nuclear deal to help alleviate 
the economic privation caused by 
sanctions. 

Proponents of the agreements with 
Boeing and Airbus hope that Trump will 
judge the deals by the gains they provide 
for employment and exports. 

Observers say when Boeing and 
Airbus come forward with these massive 
deals, with these jobs, it will have an 
impact on the U.S. economy.

In Iran the deal is also viewed as a 
crucial political test for the government 
of pragmatist president, who has been 
criticized by hardliners opposed to 
opening up to the West.

The first Airbus aircraft are expected 
to reach Iran in 2017. Iran’s presidential 
elections are due in May. 

Iran Air  Industry Faces
Tough Co mpetition in Region

By: Gholamreza Salami

This article has no intention to 
disturb the mind of the audience 
by offering astonishing statistics 

and figures on the potential air industry 
in the region; it is rather an attempt to 
point out the preparation of the regional 
countries (Turkey, the United Arab 
Emirates and Qatar) in the years not too 
far away, for annual traffic of at least 250 
million passengers and 20 million tons 
of cargo at the airports of these countries.

According to its Vision Plan 2025 
(i.e. in less than nine years), Iran’s air 
industry is expected to stand in the first 

place with regard to cargo transportation 
and in the second place in terms of 
handling passengers in the region. But a 
glance at the unfortunate realities about 
Iran’s air industry will make it clear that 
the gap between our country and the 
regional countries is so deep that with the 
continuation of the past trend realization 
of the target of the Vision Plan would 
look like a dream. 

Unfortunately, presently our air-
ports have the capacity to handle 7 mil-
lion passengers and 200 thousand tons of 
cargo annually. By assuming the devel-
opment of Imam Khomeini International 
Airport and other international airports 

of the country (which faces serious op-
position from the opponents of the in-
cumbent government), the maximum 
capacity of our airports for the traffic of 
international travelers will reach 20 mil-
lion passengers in 2025. Clearly Iran’s 
share would be minimal in comparison 
with the ambitious plans made by rivals 
in the region. 

Even with the assumption of 
development of our international airports 
in the absence of improvement of Iran’s 
airlines, these airports instead of playing 
a significant role in increasing exports 
would turn into facilities for imports just 
like our free zones. Due to the weakness 

and aging of the air fleet in Iran under 
the present circumstances, our share of 
several hundred billion dollars in exports 
of the air services of the region is almost 
zero; on the contrary each year Iranian 
passengers (with the country’s airports 
as the embarcation and destination) pay 
about 3 to 4 billion dollars to the regional 
airlines.

There are numerous reasons for the 
emergence of the present condition but 
the most important of them is the short-
age and exhaustion of the country’s air 
fleet. At present the number of active 
planes of Iranian airlines is about half of 
those owned by such tiny states as the 
United Arab Emirates and Qatar. This 
is under conditions that these countries, 
due to small territory and air space, can-
not operate domestic flights; therefore 
the number of planes operating on for-
eign flights in those countries is more 
than twice the number of planes used 
by Iranian airlines on qualified foreign 
flights. 

The average life of the Iranian air-
lines fleet is more than 22 years whereas 
the average life of the air fleet of the rival 
countries is less than 5 years while the 

There are numerous 
reasons for the 

emergence of the present 
condition but the most 

important of them is the 
shortage and exhaustion 
of the country’s air fleet. 

quality and capacity of their fleet is not 
comparable with the commercial fleet of 
Iran. For example, it can be said that the 
value of two wide-body aircraft of the 
UAE is more than the value of the entire 
exhausted Iranian fleet. 

The tragedy is further revealed 
when we learn that investment in the 
air industry today is profit making, that 
is to say it is no more necessary for 
governments to boost their air industry 
through non-profit development projects; 
rather it would be enough to provide 
legal support for the development of this 
industry and in that case the investment 
made would be completely economical 
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(either in aviation infrastructure or in air 
fleet) while the national authority and 
dignity and well-being and safety of the 
Iranian citizens would be safeguarded.

The Joint Comprehensive Plan of 
Action (JCPOA) known commonly as 
the Iran deal or Iran nuclear deal, is an 
international agreement on the nuclear 
program of Iran reached in Vienna on 
14 July 2015 between Iran, the P5+1 
(the five permanent members of the 
United Nations Security Council—
China, France, Russia, United Kingdom, 
United States—plus Germany), and the 
European Union.

Meantime, the European aviation 
giant, Airbus, has sealed a contract 
with the Iranian flag carrier, Iran Air, 
for the sale of 100 aircraft, worth over 
$18 billion dollars at list prices, to the 
Islamic Republic.

Iran’s air industry is 
expected to stand in the 
first place with regard 
to cargo transportation 
and in the second place 

in terms of handling 
passengers in the region.

Earlier, Iran Air finalized a deal for 
80 jetliners from US plane maker Boeing 
Co., with the planes scheduled to start 
arriving in 2018.

Even Russia and China are using 
the most prestigious aircraft building 
brands on their passenger airlines.

But despite knowing the realities 
about Iran air industry, a number of peo-
ple influential in the process of decision 
making, without offering any logical 
reason, are opposing the deals. 

With due regard to the present 
condition and position takings of the US 
Congress, these deals can be considered 
a turning point in economic relations 
and international rights of our country. 
Economic issues are highly important but 
our national authority, pride and dignity 
and maintenance of the welfare and 
safety of our citizens, which are among 
the responsibilities of the government, 
are more important.  

Iran has signed a flurry of deals with 
Western companies over the past 
year since the easing of internation-

al sanctions on Tehran after an accord 
(Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action) 
was reached over its nuclear program.

However, tensions between the 
United States and Iran are on the rise 
again with the administration of Presi-
dent Donald Trump expected to impose 
fresh sanctions on multiple Iranian enti-
ties on the pretext of Tehran’s recent bal-
listic missile test.

According to Reuters, sources close 
to the matter say fresh sanctions will not 
violate the 2015 nuclear deal between 
Iran and the West.

But they are expected to add cau-
tion to decision making by many West-
ern companies before they start invest-
ing money in Iran’s economy.

Iran needs foreign investment for 
repairs and upgrading of its oil and gas 
fields. It also seeks the transfer of tech-
nology to its oil industry after a decade 
of isolation.

Below is a list of deal and Memo-
randum of Understanding (MoU) Iran 
has signed over the past year. 

Oil And Gas 

 France’s Total became in No-
vember 2016 the first oil major to sign a 
big deal with Tehran since the lifting of 
sanctions and agreed to help it develop 
the world’s largest gas field, South Pars.

 Shell signed a provisional deal 
in December to develop Iranian oil and 
gas fields South Azadegan, Yadavaran 
and Kish in December. Chief Executive 
Officer Ben van Beurden said however 
that Shell has no near-term investment 
opportunities in Iran.

 Iran has named 29 companies 
from more than a dozen countries as 
being allowed to bid for oil and gas 
projects using the new, less restrictive 
contract model.

The firms include Shell, France’s 

Siemens Has Been in 
Negotiations with Iran 

over an Order for Track 
Technology and Intercity 

Trains Worth over 2 
Billion Euros

In June 2016, PSA Signed 
a 400 Million Euro 

Production Joint Venture 
with Iran Khodro to 

Build Peugeot 208, 2008 
and 301 Models

Iran’s Projects with Foreign Firms Post-JCPOA

Total, Italy’s Eni, Malaysia’s Petronas 
and Russia’s Gazprom and Lukoil, as 
well as companies from China, Austria, 
Japan and other countries.

 Russia’s Zarubezhneft signed an 
MOU for a feasibility study on two joint 
fields in the west of the country. 

 Norway’s International Aker 
Solutions Company signed an MoU to 
modernize Iran’s oil industry.

 Austria’s OMV signed in May an 
MoU for projects located in the Zagros 
area in western Iran and the Fars field in 
the south.

 South Korean Daewoo Engineer-
ing and Construction (Daewoo E&C) 
signed an MoU to carry out construction 
of an oil refinery in Bandar Jask on the 
southern coast of Iran.

 Italy’s Saipem signed MoUs to 
cooperate on pipeline projects, upgrad-
ing of refineries and development of 
Tous gas field in the northeastern prov-
ince of Khorasan Razavi. 

 Norwegian oil and gas company 
DNO was the second Western energy 
company after Total to sign a deal with 
Iran under which it agreed to study the 
development of the Changuleh oil field 
in western Iran.

 Lukoil, Russia’s second biggest 
oil producer hopes to reach a decision 
on developing two new oilfields in Iran.

 Germany’s Siemens AG signed 
an MoU in May to overhaul equipment 
and facilities at Iran’s oil operations and 
refineries. 

 BASF’s Wintershall oil and gas 

exploration subsidiary signed a memo-
randum of understanding (MOU) with 
the National Iranian Oil Company in 
April 2016.

Aviation 

 Iran Air has ordered 100 aircraft 
from Airbus and the first plane has al-
ready been delivered.

 Boeing has a deal to sell 80 air-
craft to Iran Air and plans to arrange the 
lease of a further 29; the deal is not yet 
formally on the U.S. manufacturer’s or-
der book.

 European turboprop maker ATR, 
half-owned by Airbus and Leonardo, has 
provisionally agreed to sell 20 turboprop 
aircraft with options for a further 20.

Automotive 

French carmaker PSA Group was 
the Iranian market’s biggest foreign 
player with nearly 30 percent of sales 

prior to its withdrawal in 2011 due to 
sanctions pressure. 

In June 2016, PSA signed a 400 
million euro production joint venture re-
newing the Peugeot brand’s longstand-
ing partnership with Iran Khodro to 
build Peugeot 208, 2008 and 301 mod-
els for the domestic market and export, 
starting in second half of 2017.

In October 2016, PSA finalized 
a new joint venture agreement with 
Citroen brand’s historic partner SAIPA 
to invest 300 million euros in the pro-
duction of Citroen models at Iran’s 

Kashan plant, starting in 2018. It plans 
to open 150 dedicated Citroen outlets 
across Iran within five years. 

Chemicals/Industrials 

German industrial group Siemens 
has ties with Iran going back to the 1867 
Indo-European telegraph. It stopped do-
ing new business in 2010 after being 
slammed for selling equipment that was 
used to spy on dissidents but maintains 
an office in Tehran. Recently, it has been 
in negotiations with Iran over an order 
for track technology and intercity trains 
that could be worth over 2 billion euros. 
It signed a contract to upgrade Iran’s 
railway network in October. 

Unconfirmed Iranian media reports 
last year said German chemicals giant 
BASF was in talks with Iranian officials 
about investing in a multi-billion-dollar 
petrochemical complex. BASF has de-
clined to comment on these.

The company has said it welcomed 
the lifting of sanctions and was strict-
ly adhering to international rules and 
agreements. BASF has a sales office in 
Iran and some polyurethane foams op-
erations for finished products with “cur-
rently very limited commercial activi-
ties”. It says it is observing the situation 
very closely. 

Banking

Major global banks have so far 
shied away from handling Iranian-re-
lated business, citing the ongoing risk 
of violating continuing U.S. sanctions. 
Among them is HSBC, which has said it 
has no intention of doing any new busi-
ness involving Iran.

The Central Bank of Iran said in 
June 2016 that a few small European 
banks were among businesses that 
had links to the country, including 
Germany-based Europaeisch-Iranische 
Handelsbank AG and some small Italian 
lenders. 
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A recent study shows that Iran will 
be among 32 most powerful 
economies in the world by 2050.  

The study, titled “The long view: 
how will the global economic order 
change by 2050?” was carried out by pro-
fessional services giant PwC and ranked 
32 countries by their projected global 
gross domestic product by purchasing 
power parity. 

PPP is used by macroeconomists 
to determine the economic productivity 
and standards of living among countries 
across a certain time period.

It said Iran would be the 17th most 
powerful economy in the world within 
the next three decades, adding that the 
country would outperform the incumbent 
European players like Italy, Spain and the 
Netherlands whose ranks would be 21st, 
26th and 32nd, respectively.      

The Islamic Republic would also 
lead several Asian players like South Ko-
rea (18) as well as the Philippines (19) 
and Malaysia (24).

Iran would closely track Pakistan 
(16) as well as regional rivals Saudi Ara-
bia (13) and Turkey (11). 

At the top of the list of the best per-
forming economies by 2050 would be 
China which will be followed by India 
and the United States, as reported by The 
Independent. 

The biggest surprises may be Indo-
nesia (4), Brazil (5), Russia (6) and Mex-
ico (7) which will be ahead of the Asian 
giant Japan (8) and the current European 
powerhouse Germany (9).

In December 2016, the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) said it expected 
Iran’s economic growth to reach as high 
as 6.6 percent for the Persian calendar 
year that ends on 20 March 2017.   

It emphasized that the higher pro-

duction and exports of oil after the re-
moval of sanctions would be particularly 
instrumental in boosting Iran’s economic 
growth that was in recession last year.

A country with a population of 
around 80 million, Iran is currently one 
of the biggest economies of the Middle 
East and has a gross domestic production 
(GDP) of around $380 billion.

The main driving force of Iran’s 
economic growth is exports of oil. The 
country is currently exporting close to 2.3 
million barrels per day (mb/d) of oil and 
analysts are already expecting the volume 
to increase to as high as 2.5 mb/d. 

Based on the budget bill for the next 
Iranian calendar year, the country expects 
to sell its oil at around $50 dollars per 
barrel thus expecting its annual oil rev-
enues to be around $33 billion. 

Officials in Tehran have already 
emphasized that serious plans have been 
devised to increase the country’s oil pro-
duction to as high as 5 mb/d over the next 
few years – what is expected to eventu-
ally generate higher oil revenues and ac-
cordingly boost growth.  

Check out the ranking below (All 
numbers are in US dollars and at constant 

Iran among World’s Top 
Economies by 2050

A country with a 
population of around 

80 million, Iran is 
currently one of the 
biggest economies of 
the Middle East and 
has a gross domestic 
production (GDP) of 
around $380 billion.

values (for reference, the US’s current 
PPP is $18.562 trillion):

32. Netherlands — $1.496 trillion. 
31. Colombia — $2.074 trillion. 
30. Poland — $2.103 trillion. 
29. Argentina — $2.365 trillion. 
28. Australia — $2.564 trillion. 
27. South Africa — $2.570 trillion. 
26. Spain — $2.732 trillion. 
25. Thailand — $2.782 trillion. 
24. Malaysia — $2.815 trillion. 
23. Bangladesh — $3.064 trillion. 
22. Canada — $3.1 trillion. 
21. Italy — $3.115 trillion. 
20. Vietnam — $3.176 trillion. 
19. Philippines — $3.334 trillion. 
18. South Korea — $3.539 trillion. 
17. Iran — $3.900 trillion. 
16. Pakistan — $4.236 trillion. 
15. Egypt — $4.333 trillion. 
14. Nigeria — $4.348 trillion. 
13. Saudi Arabia — $4.694 trillion. 
12. France — $4.705 trillion. 
11. Turkey — $5.184 trillion. 
10. United Kingdom — $5.369 
trillion. 
9. Germany — $6.138 trillion. 
8. Japan — $6.779 trillion. 
7. Mexico — $6.863 trillion. 
6. Russia — $7.131 trillion. 
5. Brazil — $7.540 trillion.
4. Indonesia — $10.502 trillion. 
3. United States — $34.102 trillion. 
2. India — $44.128 trillion. 
1. China — $58.499 trillion. 
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In 2016, the Bank of Industry and 
Mine (BIM) acquired a high status 
among world’s top 100 financial 

institutes in the field of providing Islamic 
finance.

According to the BIM database, 
Leaders in Islamic Finance published an 
article about prominent leaders in finance, 
citing 100 top financial institutes offering 
Islamic finance in 2016. It placed Iran’s 
BIM in the 31st position. 

The report put the rank of the bank 
in terms of assets at 30th and in terms of 
obligations at 25th place. The bank stood 
in the 18th position in terms of income 
and 25th place in terms of net profit.

The bank ranked first among the 
Iranian banks in terms of net profit and 
its related changes. This success was 

achieved under conditions that BIM in 
comparison with other Iranian banks 
under evaluation, possessed less assets 
and capital.

Meanwhile, the Bank of Industry 
and Mine has improved its status among 
top 100 Iranian companies by 9 steps, 
elevating from 55th place to 46th place. 
According to the public relations depart-
ment of BIM, the ranking was carried out 
by the Industrial Management Institute 
based on financial statements related to 
Iranian calendar year 1392 (2013/2014). 
The bank succeeded in gaining the high-
est rank over the recent years.

According to the report, the highest 
rank of BIM was 49 among top 100 
companies, which was registered in 
Iranian calendar year 1390 (2011/2012).

Industrial Management Institute 
announced the top 100 government and 
private companies, which have more 
than rls. 200 billion of income in the 
current fiscal year, primarily based on 
their volume of sale, and secondly based 
on other indices such as profitability, 
exports, debt, and marketing.

BIM Supports Small, 
Medium Industries

Ali Ashraf Afkhami, Chairman of 
the Board and Managing Director of 
Bank of Industry and Mine, said: “The 
bank in addition to financing major and 
infrastructural industrial projects stands 
in a top position among Iranian banks in 
financing small and medium-sized indus-

BIM Status 
among 100 

Islamic Banks
tries and in solving financial problems of 
production units.” 

He added that after implementation 
of the Joint Comprehensive Plan of 
Action (JCPOA), it was the first bank 
that took landmark measures for the 
opening of foreign LCs. He further 
noted that currently financing industrial 
projects and opening LCs are being 
conducted through SWIFT system with 
no problems.

Afkhami termed attention to the 
private sector as a basic strategy of BIM 
and said the bank has played a significant 
role in financing small, medium and large 
industrial projects and in creating job 
opportunities. He said at present there 
is no point in the country not having 
benefited from the activities of the bank 
or production units not having become 
operational without BIM facilities.

BIM Financing Power Plant Projects 

Afkhami said: “With the 
implementation of JCPOA, hope, trust 
and cooperation have emerged in the 
business environment.” 

Afkhami, who was speaking in a 
gathering of economic activists of Iran-
Italy Chamber, further pointed to the 
role of the banks in providing facilities 
and noted: “Italy enjoys the technology 
and basic engineering and technical 
knowhow in machinery and is active at 
the world level. It is also an important 
country at the global economic level.”

Putting forward the question as to 
what makes Iran’s economy attractive, 

he said Iran is the second economy in 
the Middle East region and has little 
debts and enjoys a diversified economy. 
“Contrary to the regional counties which 
only have oil and gas, Iran along with 
oil and gas stands in a top position in 
mineral fields such as cement, steel and 
textiles.” Furthermore, he added, Iran 
has also strategic position in the region 
and can serve as a hub between Europe 
and the Middle East, and play a role at a 
wider scale in the world.

Afkhami noted that after 
implementation of the JCPOA, the 
banking system has made effective steps 
to re-enter the world’s financial system 
so that after 10 years of sanctions it is 
now coordinating with the world banking 
system by restructuring in compliance 
with world standards. 

He said the Bank of Industry and 
Mine with a background of 60 years is 
more interacting with companies. With 
regard to the financing of petrochemical 
projects by the bank, he referred to 
Kavian Petrochemical project which 
has been launched in Assalouyeh with a 
capacity of producing 2.2 million tons of 
ethylene per year. Afkhami also referred 
to the under construction Masjed-e 
Soleiman petrochemical complex, Ilam 
petrochemical project with a fund of 
$230 million and Lorestan and Mahabad 
petrochemical projects which produce 
downstream petrochemical substances.

He said: “BIM stands in the first 
position in financing of power plant 
projects in the country and in the past 
three and a half years we have financed 

BIM ranked first among 
the Iranian banks in 

terms of net profit and 
its related changes. 

This success was 
achieved under 

conditions that BIM in 
comparison with other 
Iranian banks under 

evaluation, possessed less 
assets and capital.
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banking system by complying with the 
international standards structure. 

He termed the Bank of Industry 
and Mine a bank with 60 years of back-
ground which interacts mostly with 
companies. He made reference to fi-
nancing Kavian petrochemical company 
which has become operational in As-
salouyeh and produces 2.2 million tons 
of ethylene annually, Masjed Soleiman 
petrochemical complex which is under 
construction, Ilam petrochemical com-
plex with a finance of $230 million and 
Lorestan and Mashhad petrochemical 
complexes for the production of down-
stream petrochemical products.

Afkhami said BIM stands in the 
first position in financing power plant 
projects in the country. He added that 
over the past 3.5 years the bank has 
financed more than 3,000 megawatts 
of power plant projects at a cost of $1.8 
billion while 2000 more megawatts are 
under construction with the facilities 
extended by BIM.

According to the official, the bank 
is also active in the area of desalination 
projects at the highest international level. 
The BIM has carried out outstanding 
activities in the Persian Gulf littoral 
states and financed over 50% of cement 
and tile projects in Iran.

Elsewhere in his remarks, Afkhami 
referred to the activities of his bank in 
the area of steel, and made reference 
to Yazd, Tabriz, Shadegan, Qaenat, 
Sepid Dasht and Sabzevar and a pellet 
manufacturing unit in Bandar Abbas.

He said the first express train in 
Iran has been financed by the Bank 
of Industry and Mine, which is under 
construction on Tehran-Qom-Isfahan 
route, adding that the second related 
project is the railway on Tehran-
Mashhad route for which feasibility 
studies are underway.

The BIM managing director pointed 
to the activity of the bank with regard to 
social responsibility and new energies, 
and said airline industry, shipping and 
auto parts could be proper grounds for 
Iran-Italy cooperation.

The meeting was held on the 
occasion of presence of a high-ranking 
delegation of economic activists from 
the Reggio Emilia region of Italy in 
Iran. 

The Role BIM Plays 
in National Projects

more than three thousand megawatts with 
a fund of $1.8 billion which have become 
operational and another two thousand 
megawatts is under construction with the 
facilities of the bank.”

According to Afkhami, the bank 
stands at highest global scales in the 
area of water desalination and has had 
outstanding activities in the Persian Gulf 
littoral states while it has financed over 
50% of cement and tile projects in Iran. 

He also referred to the activities of 
Bank of Industry and Mine in the area of 
steel and referred to the steel projects in 
Yazd, Tabriz, Shadegan, Qaenat, Sepid 
Dasht and Sabzevar, and a pelletizing 
unit in Bandar Abbas.

Afkhami said the first express train 
in the country has been financed by BIM 
which is under construction in Tehran-
Qom-Isfahan route and the second 
project in this area is Tehran-Mashhad 
railroad for which feasibility studies are 
underway. 

While referring to the activities of 
the bank in the area of social responsibil-
ity and new energies, he termed air avia-
tion, shipping and auto parts as proper 
grounds for cooperation between Iran 
and Italy. 

The meeting was held on the occa-
sion of the presence of a high-ranking 
Italian delegation of economic activities 
from Reggio Emilia region in Iran.

BIM Finances 1000 
Industrial Projects

By the end of the year 2016, the 
bank has allocated rls.14,500 billion 
to 1004 industrial projects within the 
framework of promoting production 
plans. According to BIM database, 
Chaharmahal and Bakhtiari, Isfahan 
and Tehran ranked highest in terms of 
receiving the loans, respectively. Since 
the beginning of the current year (March 
21, 2016) up to the end of the calendar 
month of Mehr (September/October), 
56 small and medium industrial plans 
have been put into operation in the 
country by using facilities granted by the 
Bank of Industry and Mine. The plans 
included manufacture, development 
and purchase of machinery by using rls. 
1000 billion facilities, creating 1,131 job 
opportunities.

Therefore, at present 109 small 
and medium-sized projects are under 
implementation in the country with 66% 
progress for which over rls. 4,250 billion 
has been allocated. Of the mentioned 
sum, rls. 1,523 billion has so far been 
paid and with the completion of these 
projects jobs will be provided for 3,410 
people.

In addition to the items mentioned, 
in the said period, 11 big projects have 
become operational with facilities of 
over rls. 252 billion plus 87 million euros 
by taking advantage of the facilities of 
the bank and 1,141 job opportunities 
have been provided.

In addition, in other reports it 
was announced that Atiyeh Damavand 
Investment Company, affiliated to BIM 
group of companies, has received the 
gold medal of the most efficient and 
most profitable investment company 
from Germany. It also won the top medal 
of merit and top management in national 
development and job creation. 

According to BIM database, the 
mentioned medals were presented to the 
company in a ceremony held by the Min-
istry of Road and Urban Development 
and in the presence of some officials 
from the President’s Office, a number of 
Majlis deputies and a large number of ex-
perts and managers of the private sector 
and cooperatives.      

Ali Ashraf Afkhami, Chairman 
of the Board of Directors 
and Managing Director of 

Bank of Industry and Mine (BIM), 
says: “With the implementation of the 
Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action 
(JCPOA), an aura of hope, confidence 
and cooperation has emerged in the 
global economic space.”

JCPOA, known commonly as the 
Iran deal or Iran nuclear deal, is an 
international agreement on the nuclear 
program of Iran reached in Vienna on 14 

July 2015 between Iran, the P5+1 (the 
five permanent members of the United 
Nations Security Council—China, 
France, Russia, United Kingdom, 
United States—plus Germany), and the 
European Union.

Addressing a big gathering of 
economic activists from Iran-Italy 
Chamber, Afkhami referred to the role 
banks play in facilitating trade and its 
importance and noted that Italy enjoys 
technological and technical knowhow in 
the field of machinery and is operating 

at global level. “Italy is an important 
and distinguished country at the global 
economic level.”

Afkhami stressed that Iran enjoys 
potential capacity in the market and 
possesses great natural resrouces, mines, 
energy, etc., adding that the country also 
has educated and young workforce.

The BIM managing director further 
remarked that Iran is the second most 
powerful economy in the Middle East 
and has little international debts. He 
said Iran has a diverse economy and 
contrary to oil and gas rich countries 
in the region, Iran in addition to oil and 
gas, is in a superb position with regard 
to mining activities such as cement, 
steel and textiles.

“Iran has also a strategic situation 
in the region and can play the role of a 
hub between the Middle East and Europe 

and at a wider scale at the world level.”
Afkhami stated that after 

implementation of JCPOA, the banking 
system took good and proper actions to 
reenter the world financial system so 
much so that after 10 years of sanctions 
it can coordinate with the global 

Afkhami stressed that 
Iran enjoys potential 

capacity in the market 
and possesses great 

natural resrouces, mines, 
energy, etc., adding that 

the country also has 
educated and young 

workforce.
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Swedish Prime Minister Stefan 
Löfven visited Tehran at the head 
of a high-ranking political and 

economic delegation (Feb. 11-13). 
Lofven was officially welcomed 

by the Iranian Chief Executive Hassan 
Rouhani who said the European Union 
should buttress the bloc’s banking 
relations with Iran so as to optimize 
the opportunities provided by the 2015 
nuclear deal.

Rouhani made the remarks at a joint 
press conference with visiting Swedish 
prime minister. He also said the country 
favored better banking transactions with 
Sweden.

The comments came as fear of 
potential US punitive measures continue 
to dissuade European banks and firms 
from fully availing themselves of the 
chances created by the agreement. 

The nuclear deal, called the 
Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action 
(JCPOA), was signed in 2015 between 
Iran and the P5+1 group of countries, 
namely the US, the UK, France, Russia, 
China, and Germany. It lifted nuclear-
related sanctions on Iran, offering big 

opportunities for foreign businesses. 
The previous American administration 
had “verbally” encouraged the European 
institutions to restore their monetary ties 
with Iran, but Washington’s far-reaching 
clout over the international economy has 
largely prohibited such prospect.

Rouhani also hailed Sweden’s 
“moderate” approach vis-à-vis Iran, 
which he said was maintained even when 
Tehran was under sanctions over its 
nuclear work.

The visit by the Swedish premier 
also featured the two sides signing five 
documents of cooperation. The docu-
ments enabled cooperation in the areas of 
innovation and technology, higher edu-
cation and research, road construction, 

communication and information technol-
ogy, and family and women’s affairs.

Rouhani said, “The visit by the 
Swedish prime minister signifies the two 
countries’ serious will to develop bilateral 
ties and consult toward easing tensions in 
the region as well as international peace 
and stability.” The countries are deter-
mined to have the level of bilateral ties 
restored to the pre-sanctions era, he said.

Löfven, for his part, said he was 
“very proud” of the historic nature of his 
visit. He added that the ranking of his 
accompanying delegation indicated the 
importance his country attached to Iran 
and to relations with the Islamic Republic. 
He also announced that his visit was to be 
followed by several more high-level trips 
by Swedish officials to Iran.  

The delegation included CEOs of 
companies like Scania, Ericsson, Elekta, 
Volvo, ABB, Sensys Gatso Group, 
Swedish Energy Agency, Swedish 
Environmental Protection Agency and 
Swedish Post and Telecom Authority, 
along with Danske Bank and EKN 
(Swedish export credit agency.) 

Iran, Sweden Initial Five 
Documents of Cooperation Swedish Credit Lines for Iran

After a meeting with the Swedish 
Minister for European Affairs and Trade 
Anne Linde, Iran’s Minister of Com-
munications and Information Technol-
ogy Mahmoud Vaezi announced that two 
Swedish banks will allocate credit lines 
to Iranian companies in the field of com-
munications and information technology. 

“Our trade volume witnessed a leap 
last year to reach €250 million and this 
process will continue in the technology 
development sector,” Vaezi said.

Back in 2003 and 2004, Iran was 
the 21st and 28th exporter to Sweden 
respectively, though in 2005, it was 
not among the top 30 exporters to this 
Scandinavian country.

During the years when sanctions 
blocked Iran’s foreign relations, trade 
with Sweden shrunk to 25% of what it 
used to be, dropping from $1.1 billion to 
$282 million. 

Nematzadeh, Linde Call for 
Enhanced Trade Ties
Also meeting with Linde was Iran’s 

Minister of Industry, Mine and Trade 
Mohammad Reza Nematzadeh who 
urged Swedish companies to share their 
markets with Iran.

He also said doors were open for 
any cooperation with Sweden and there 
are no obstacles from the Iranian side 
for increased cooperation. “We welcome 
Swedish investors in the Iranian market 
and want the private sectors of the two 
countries cooperate with each other.”

  

Leader Says Sweden Has Good 
Name among Iranians
Iran’s Supreme Leader said the 

United States and Western powers are 
regarded with suspicion in the Middle 
East because of their interference, but that 
Sweden has a good name among Iranians 
and is seen as a reputable economic 
partner.

Iran has had relatively good relations 

with neutral Sweden which has over the 
years been often critical of the foreign 
policy of the United States.

“America and many European 
powers have played a role in causing 
traumatic events in Syria and Iraq, and 
the people of the region are aware of this 
interference and are rightly skeptical,” 
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei said at a meeting 
with Lofven.

“Due to its long relationship with 
Iran, Sweden is a country with a good 
reputation in the eyes of our people, and 
the optimism of nations towards each 
other will be fertile ground for developing 
cooperation,” Ayatollah Khamenei was 
quoted as saying.

The Leader said many agreements 
Iran had signed with foreign countries 
had not been realized, expressing hope 
that would not also be the case with 
Sweden.

“We know you to be a man of 
action and hope you will act in a way so 
the accords do not just stay on paper,” 
Ayatollah Khamenei told the Swedish 
prime minister.

Lofven said the talks addressed 
“economic relations and important 
regional problems, and we will try to 
implement the agreements”. 

Iran has had relatively 
good relations with 

neutral Sweden which 
has over the years been 

often critical of the 
foreign policy of the 

United States.
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Warnings on Inflation, Development Budget

and financial policies we can help control 
the inflation.

Masoud Nili, senior economic advis-
er to President Rouhani used this phrase 
when he said inflation has reached its 
hard core and economic growth its hard 
shell. “The shock of oil price fall dealt a 
severe blow on the government income in 
1394 (2015/16).”

The economy minister has also re-
ferred to the war waged against Iran by 
Saudi Arabia on bringing the oil price 
lower which resulted in great loss for our 
country; the Saudi wanted to break Iran’s 
resistance; in the words of the minister 

bonds in international markets and make 
money; but this was not possible for Iran, 
said the minister.

“Shargh” daily also contacted Hamid 
Reza Baradaran Shoraka, the former head 
of the Management and Planning Organi-
zation of Iran and professor of economics 
at Allameh Tabatabaei University. 

The following is an analysis of the 
concern voiced by the two ministers in-
cluding mechanisms to improve Iran’s 
economy in the brief interview with 
Baradaran Shoraka.

Minister of economy has an-
nounced that we have reached the 
“hard core of inflation” and we should 

Ali Tayebnia, Minister of 
Finance and Economic 

Affairs said: “We should 
prevent the return of 
inflation as we have 

reached “the hard core of 
inflation” and fighting it 

has become difficult.” 

Abbas Akhoundi, 
the Minister of Roads 

and Urban Development, 
said: “We had 320 

thousand billion tomans 
of credit this year, 

but the entire 
development budget 

was57thousand billion 
tomans that is to say 20% 
of the entire budget but 

this was nominal

return of inflation should be prevented as 
we have reached the hard core inflation 
and it is difficult to check it. Tayebnia 
said: “We were not after cutting the in-
flation lower than 8%; as it might have 
serious consequences for our economy.”

According to the minister, oil price 
cut resulted in higher inflation and lower 
output rate so that at that time it was pos-
sible to use hard currency reserves out-
side the country for managing the prob-
lem or make advance oil sales. At present 
on paper, there is $100 billion in foreign 
exchange reserves outside the country; 
while the Persian Gulf states publish 

prevent inflation from coming back 
again. The question is which point in 
the economy it refers to when it men-
tions “hard core inflation”? Basically, 
what does “hard core inflation” mean? 

Believe it or not, I do not know ei-
ther; you should ask the minister.

But the fact that the economy min-
ister has implicitly warned against ris-
ing inflation, more than anything else 
what could it be related to?

In my opinion, it could not refer to 
anything else other than one thousand 
trillion tomans liquidity!

 

Two economic ministers of the 
incumbent government have issued 
warning; one on the return of 

inflation and the other one on the failure 
to meet the development credit in this 
year’s budget. 

One can think of two possibilities: 
It could be the last straw that breaks the 
camel’s back and that is why they have 
voiced deep concern; or it could have 
been just a warning. Whatever it is, their 
statements are a matter of concern. 

Ali Tayebnia, Minister of Finance 
and Economic Affairs said: “We should 
prevent the return of inflation as we have 
reached “the hard core of inflation” and 
fighting it has become difficult.” 

Abbas Akhoundi, the Minister of 
Roads and Urban Development, said: 
“We had 320 thousand billion tomans of 
credit this year, but the entire develop-
ment budget was57thousand billion to-
mans that is to say 20% of the entire bud-

get but this was nominal; but in its real 
terms by taking into account the bonds 
and all future obligations and documents 
the figure would stand at 25 thousand bil-
lion tomans or 9% tops. This trend would 
be weakened next year so much so that in 
nominal terms it would stand at 40 thou-
sand billion tomans and it is not clear 
what percentage would go to the develop-
ment budget.”

It seems that concerns voiced by 
domestic economists over the unbridled 
growth of liquidity and continued reces-
sion have come true. In the meantime, 
this year is the last year of Hassan Rou-

hani’s administration which has designat-
ed itself as “the Government of Prudence 
and Hope”. As is the tradition in the Ira-
nian governments, in the years leading to 
new elections, every word uttered by high 
level government officials could be po-
litically motivated; many of them would 
hardly speak up; but the comments by the 
two ministers could support the specula-
tions of concern over the economy.

The Persian daily “Shargh” trying to 
find out the meaning of ‘hard core infla-
tion’ contacted some senior economists 
such as Behrouz Hadi Zenouz, Pouya 
Jabal Ameli and Hamid Reza Barada-

ran Shoraka; but none of them knew the 
meaning of the phrase. Studies show that 
Robert Gordon, a professor of economics 
in North Stern University in 1975 added 
the concept of core inflation to the eco-
nomic literature. In the definition for the 
first time it was tried to separate the role 
of transient and ephemeral factors from 
the main and fundamental factors gener-
ating inflation. Thus, the rate of inflation 
was divided into two transitory (the shell) 
and permanent (the core) components. 
This distinction is important as with the 
consideration of short and long-term im-
pacts and adoption of proper monetary 
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Well, the Iranian economy is cur-
rently wrestling with the dilemma 
of “paradox of liquidity”. So far, de-
spite the growth in liquidity, neither 
the inflation has made an outstand-
ing growth nor the issue of stagnation 
has improved; true that the economic 
growth rate of the first half of the year 
is set at plus 7%; however we all know 
that this growth is indebted to the oil 
sector.

I think there is concern that if the 
volume of liquidity that exists in the 
economy today flows down and turns 
into demand and the government would 
have no proper response for this demand, 
automatically important inflationary 
impacts will be developed. So far, the 

But you are an economist too and 
have held top economic managerial 
posts; you have most probably an anal-
ysis of the situation; in your opinion 
how the economic team of the govern-
ment can take care of the inflation rate 
and control it?

In any case, there are tools at the 
disposal of monetary policy makers of the 
country to manage the situation.

Like what?
Tools related to the legal reserves 

of the banks; interest rates; the volume 
of money in circulation; directing re-
sources towards productive investments; 
encouraging domestic production; creat-
ing proper business atmosphere and tools 
of this kind. In fact, there are many tools 
through which the policy makers can im-

plement their policies.

So the government somehow 
should apply contractionary monetary 
policies?

It should adopt both the contrac-
tionary policy and the targeting policy, 
or economic targeting as they call it. In 
macro economy there is a section called 
target inflation or inflation rate targeting; 
that is to say the economic policy makers 
target the inflation rate and then the Cen-
tral Bank and the monetary policy makers 
undertake to use all the tools in order to 
realize the projected target. If this is the 
case and the people trust the target it can 
be achieved. 

Therefore, two conditions are neces-
sary for realization of this target; first, the 
monetary policy maker should announce 

his targeting at a proper time before the 
economic agents took their important 
decisions. Second, conditions should be 
provided so that people would believe in 
the statements of the monetary officials; 
that is to say when the officials announce 
that the “inflation rate targeting” is 8%, 
under no circumstances would they let 
this percentage go up. With these two pre-
conditions, it can be hoped that targets of 
the politicians will be realized.

Do you think there are hopes 
today?

The reality is that it is hard but not 
impossible. There are countries that have 
left behind this stage and they are not 
few in number. About 50 countries in the 
world have been able to take advantage 
of targeting inflation rate in line with the 
improvement of their economic targets.

Simultaneously with the warn-
ing of the economy minister about the 
inflation, minister of roads and urban 
development warned against non-real-
ization of the development budget. The 
question is to what extent these two 
concurrent warnings by two economy 
ministers can describe the economic 
situation as disturbing? Meanwhile, 
this is the last year of the 11th govern-
ment and in fact we are in the election 
year. To what extent this can affect 
Iran’s political economy?

This depends on how the people, 
the economic agents and those who make 
economic decisions for themselves pay 
attention to these points. This is an impor-
tant issue; since in advanced countries, 
every remark made by an official will tru-
ly affect decision making of the people. 
For example in the developed countries 
announcement of such a situation by two 
ministers would leave its immediate im-
pact on the stock market; however, in our 
country sensitivity to these words is less 
in the decision making process.

Another point is that we should not 
forget that at a time when remarks are 
made about the budget, we should not ig-
nore oversizing of the government; that is 
to say, a large government which spent a 
huge volume of resources for its current 
budget cannot be controlled. About the 
current budget as soon as a statement is 
made all would say it is unavoidable! Can 
we not pay the salary of the government 
employees, the retired, etc.? 

Payment of the targeted subsidies 
should be added to the payment of sal-
aries; because some time ago the indus-
try minister in an interview announced 
that the government has not paid part 
of the ministry’s credits to be able to 
pay the subsidies.

About the targeted subsidies, you 
should pay attention that one day a head 
of government made a promise to the 
people and it became law. Aside from 
these, today this is a subject of public 
debate; an issue which is vital for many 
people. The government has not been 
able to find a mechanism to make the 
payments targeted as it suggests. Well, 
when this money is paid to all, it is no 
more targeted. Targeted means you target 

great. This system has been affected by 
dailifness. Now we should accept these 
problems and then think of their solution. 
All of this necessitates that in the first 
place, we have to have a strong will for 
the solution of the problems and in the 
second place trust and take advantage of 
the opinion of experts, while there is not 
much room for them.

Mr. Akhoundi has said that they 
had 320 thousand billion tomans credit 
this year; but the entire development 
budget was 57 thousand billion to-
mans; that is to say 20% of the nominal 
budget; but in its real shape with the 
inclusion of all the documents and fu-
ture obligations up to 25 thousand bil-
lion tomans; i.e. 9% has been realized. 
Well, how these figures and this type 
of allocation can fit in a container with 
the slogan “coming out of recession”?

As long as we fail to downsize the 
government and reduce costs, naturally 
the priority would go to current expendi-
tures not development ones. If we intend 
to root out the problem, it is necessary 
to downsize the government and make it 
efficient. Until the time this has not hap-
pened, what the government does today 
is inevitable.

Well, given that we are in the last 
year of the Government of ‘Prudent 
and Hope’, what is your evaluation 
of the economic performance of the 
government?

I have repeatedly announced that 
our evaluation is possible when exact 
economic reports are put at the disposal 
of the experts.

Well, now the rate of economic 
growth has been announced at more 
than 9% and the inflation rate at 8%. 
The amount of liquidity and the rate of 
unemployment and … are also known…

The growth and inflation rates… are 
natural. I am really surprised that certain 
people cast doubts about these figures; 
as in post-JCPOA (Joint Comprehensive 
Plan of Action), the jump in the growth 
rate and inflation control seemed natural; 
because Iran’s economic capacities had 
remained too much vacant. The more 
important point is that in the economic 
literature, the growth rate for one year 
or several months is not the criterion; 
rather it is the long-term growth, which is 
determining.   

Hamid Reza Baradaran 
Shoraka, the former head 
of the Management and 

Planning Organization of 
Iran said: I think there 

is concern that if the 
volume of liquidity that 

exists in the economy 
today flows down and 

turns into demand 
and the government 

would have no proper 
response for this demand, 
automatically important 
inflationary impacts will 

be developed.

government has been able to control 
the inflation by locking the resources, 
the prevailing speculations, import of 
commodities, etc. It is precisely like saying 
“demand” has been suppressed; but if 
conditions are created in which demand is 
released and this volume of liquidity turns 
into demand, the possibility of return of 
inflation is very high. The concern of the 
economy minister is possibly from this 
point of view. However, whatever it is 
we cannot read his mind and finally the 
best person to provide an answer is the 
minister himself.

As long as we fail to 
downsize the government 

and reduce costs, 
naturally the priority 
would go to current 

expenditures not 
development ones. If we 

intend to root out the 
problem, it is necessary to 
downsize the government 

and make it efficient.

certain groups of people and only pay 
them the subsidies. Well, this year at any 
rate is the year of election. Which sage 
chief executive would talk about cutting 
subsidies on the eve of elections?

But it is not just this one year! 
They had three years for real “target-
ing” of the subsidies. In fact, this was 
also an election slogan of Mr. Rouhani.

The point is that do we intend to 
solve the problems or not? The resolve to 
solve the problems is one issue and the 
question of mechanisms is another. First, 
a drive should be developed which can 
find proper mechanisms for the solution 
of economic problems. That resolve does 
not seriously exist in Iran. What I am try-
ing to say is that the conditions of the 
country are as such that we are basically 
affected by “dailiness”. Now, all those 
who have responsibility are thinking to 
finish their day and the next day God is 
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“I am supposed to get retired and 
entrust the affairs to my younger 
friends.” This statement was made 

by Mohammad Reza Nematzadeh, 
Minister of Industry, Mine and Trade. He 
made the remark on the sideline of the 
4th Tehran International Auto Show and 
Conference in February.

In the meantime, he urged the 
authorities to pay attention to auto 
industry. “Of course, I am expected to 
retire and pass the state of the affairs to 
my younger friends. But, paying attention 
to the auto industry should become a 
criterion for the officials.” 

Remarks of this kind are more like 

Nematzadeh at the Fourth Tehran Int'l Auto Show

I Am Handing over My Place to 
Younger Managers!

bidding farewell! For the 71-year-old 
Mohammad Reza Nematzadeh who was 
called the grandfather of industry when he 
was at the parliament to get a vote of con-
fidence, it is considered a type of good-
bye. Especially when he says: “Of course 
we are expected to retire and have done 
our part in this regard but these conferenc-
es should continue and I will participate in 
such programs as long as I live.”

This is the fourth year that automak-
ers invite their foreign counterparts to 
Milad Tower in order to encourage them 
make investment in Iran. All through 
these four years many promises have 
been made but so far nothing has been 

Nematzadeh said:
“I would like to ask 

the automakers to take 
measures for promoting 
their aftersales services 

as people would judge us 
from what they see 

rather than what we 
like people say.” 
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realized. That is to say, no new car has 
been manufactured out of these visits and 
the quality is the same as before. A year 
after the Joint Comprehensive Plan of 
Action (JCPOA) of course the Europeans 
have paid more visits to the auto making 
factories, however, even if reports have 
been released on the new agreements, no 
details are available about them. 

Mansour Moazami, Head of the 
Executive Board of the Industrial De-
velopment and Renovation Organiza-
tion (IDRO), says that automakers after 
JCPOA have signed six new agreements: 
This can create new hopes in the hearts of 
Iran auto industry.

The fourth conference of the auto-
makers of course had a specific point and 
that was the low profile presence of the 
Chinese. The Chinese who had managed 
to prepare a good market for themselves 
in Iran during escalation of Western sanc-
tions, have gradually lost their presence 
in the post-sanctions era so that some 
statistics point to a drop of up to 30% in 
Chinese production in 1395 (2016-2017).

It seems that with the gradual with-
drawal of the Chinese and the strong pres-
ence of the Europeans and well-brand 
Asians, the Iranian auto market, as men-
tioned by auto managers, will be diversi-
fied and more attractive at the same time. 
Presence of auto managers from around 
the world along with managers of Euro-

pean brands and even major directors of 
auto representative offices, who are try-
ing to open offices in Iran, is indicative 
of the fact that bravery of automakers is 
more than other investors for maintaining 
presence in Iran.

The host of the conference was 
Nematzadeh. During his ministerial po-
sition, automakers have communicated 
with him more than other sectors of in-
dustry. Perhaps it was for the same reason 
that they showed their appreciation of his 
support with their constant applause. Of 
course, Nematzadeh spoke explicitly. He 
urged the Koreans to “take the straight 
course and sign contracts with Iran that 
would consider domestic provisions and 
terms.” He even explicitly declared: “We 
still do not endorse the deal with Kerman 

Motor unless Hyundai would accept do-
mestic production in Iran and of course 
export of the product.”

Nematzadeh, by stating that the 
contract with Renault is in its final stages 
and would be finalized soon, said: “I 
would like to ask the automakers to take 
measures for promoting their aftersales 
services as people would judge us from 
what they see rather than what we like 
people say. On the other hand, when we 
started our activities, biased criticisms 
were made about the auto industry which 
it did not deserve.”

Benz and Volks Wagon to Enter 
Iran
The most important news announced 

by Mansour Moazami, Deputy Minister 
of Industry, Mine and Trade was signing 
a contract with Benz and Volks Wagon 
by the end of the current year, 1395 (year 
ends March 20). Moazami said: “The 
contract for Benz and Volks Wagon will 
be finalized by the end of the current year. 
We are never after signing contracts with 
a specific brand and our doors are open 
to all automakers of the world but under 
certain conditions.”

Referring to the necessary condi-
tions for concluding an auto contract, 
he said: “As it has been repeatedly said 
the condition for exports, the maximum 
use of the domestic potential, transfer of 

knowledge and technology along with 
after-sales services are Iran’s main terms 
for cooperation. But the main point in this 
case is that we want to become an auto-
maker rather than produce therefore we 
are after automakers that empower us in 
auto designing.”

Moazami stated: “During 1395 
(2016/2017) Iran Khodro signed a 
contract with Peugeot the joint product of 
which will be presented to the market in 
the month of Esfand (February/March). 
Also, SAIPA Company has signed a 
contract with Citroen to supply their 
product to the market in the first half of 
the next year (starting March 21).

According to Moazami, IDRO has 
also signed a contract with Renault the 
joint product of which will enter the mar-
ket by the end of the next year, 2017, or 
the first quarter of 2018. 

He also referred to the signing of 
a contract for production of automatic 
gearbox and said: “Volks Wagon 
Company has reached agreement with an 
Iranian automaker and is on the verge of 
signing a contract. The Hyundai Company 
has also signed a contract with an Iranian 
automaker the products of which will be 
supplied to the market in future.

Italian-German Company to Help 
Iran Design National Platform 
Managing Director of Iran Khodro 

Company also talked about signing of a 
contract with an Italian-German company 
for designing the national platform and 
said: “This contract will be concluded for 
the production and designing of accent 
gearbox and finally an auto national 
platform in Iran.”

Hashem Yekeh-Zare in response 
to domestic criticisms addressed to auto 
deals with foreign firms, said: “Iran’s 
auto market is $130 billion and if we fail 
to cooperate with the big automakers for 
auto production this volume of capital 

will go out.”

One Auto Every Year
Also speaking at the forum, Manag-

ing Director of SAIPA said: “I want to 
fulfill the promise I have previously made 
and as of next year present one new auto 
to the market every year.”

Mehdi Jamali also promised to un-
veil the national platform soon. He even 
pointed to the solution of the last year 
financial problems of his company  and 
said: “Automatic SAIPA will be made 
available by the end of the year and SAI-
PA 212 will be sent to the market with 
new facilities. SAIPA has passed behind 
all its financial crises and today auto out-
put in the company stands at 2500 cars. 
Reform of financial structure of SAIPA 
has been designed by relying on domestic 
knowledge and has caused many changes. 
Last year I made some commitments to 
the Ministry of Industry, Mine and Trade 
which were very hard. We undertook that 
SAIPA can be a new criterion for design-
ing the financial structure.”

Stating that SAIPA has had 54% 
production growth, Jamali stressed that 
SAIPA’s market share has made a 6% 
growth. 

Mansour Moazami,  
Head of IDRO, says  

that automakers after 
JCPOA have signed 
six new agreements: 
This can create new 

hopes in the hearts of 
Iran auto industry.
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Iran Inks Agreements with 
Armenia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan

Iranian President Hassan Rouhani 
visited Armenia, Kazakhstan and 
Kyrgyzstan at the head of a high 

ranking delegation. The high level 
visits were aimed at signing MOUs, 
strengthening mutual relations and 
discussing regional issues. President 
Rouhani believes “Armenia, Kazakhstan 
and Kyrgyzstan are Iran’s corridors to the 
West, East and North.”

In the context of the Southern 
Corridor of China-led One Belt One Road 
initiative, Iran’s attention towards Central 
Asia is increasing since the transportation 
and energy corridors of the project pass 
through Central Asian countries, Iran and 
Turkey. 

Iranian Deputy Foreign Minister 
Ebrahim Rahimpour puts emphasis on 
the importance of Central Asia for Iran, 
stating that bolstering ties with friendly 
countries in Central Asia tops Iran’s 
foreign policy. 

In May 2016, a new railway route 
passing through China-Kazakhstan-Turk-
menistan-Iran was successfully tested. 
This new route is significant since it re-
duces the time from 45-50 days down to 

14 days to deliver goods from China to 
Iran. The westward direction of the trans-
portation corridor would have to pass 
through Turkey and reach the European 
markets. 

Iran is the shortest and less complex 
route for the Central Asian countries to 
reach European markets over Turkey; 
Central Asia is the shortest direction 
for Iran to establish connections with 
China. Besides East-West routes, 
North-South corridors are also on the 
agenda of the countries in the region. 
For instance, an initiative called North-
South Transportation Corridor constitutes 
the northern links of the transportation 
corridors.

ARMENIA
Heading a high-ranking political and 

economic delegation, President Rouhani 
began his tour of Armenia on Dec. 21.

The Iranian President and his 
Armenian counterpart Serzh Sargsyan 
held a meeting to discuss bilateral ties, 
regional developments and issues of 
mutual interest. Later, they attended a 
joint press conference.

Rouhani pointed to the development 
of Tehran-Yerevan ties in the energy 
sector, saying the two sides had reached 
an agreement to enhance cooperation 
on a deal for Iran to swap gas between 
Turkmenistan and Armenia, as well as 
to exchange electricity and complete the 
third electricity transmission line between 
the two sides.

He said the railroad links between 
Iran and Armenia connecting the Persian 
Gulf to the Black Sea would facilitate 
the expansion of trade and economic ties 
between the two nations as well as with 
other countries.

The Iranian President said the two 
countries had also agreed to facilitate 
the activities of businessmen and inves-

The Armenian president 
said the two countries 

were determined 
to implement their 

agreements on gas and 
electricity cooperation.

By: Dr. Jamshid Pajuyan

The economic growth rate of 2.7% 
can be promising for a country 
provided that real growth takes 

place in all sectors rather than growth 
in one sector would cover up failure in 
other sectors. One could be delighted 
over such an economic growth when the 
growth is balanced and based on sound 
orientations; but this is not the case with 
the economic growth of the first three 
quarters of the current calendar year. We 
owe this growth not to sound planning 
but to the lifting of the sanctions and 
resumption of oil exports. 

Next year the situation will change 
again. In relation to the statistics 
announced by different agencies always 
some debates may arise which is to some 
extent due to lack of disclosure of precise 
indicators of all the sectors.

Iran Statistics Center (ISC) in a re-
port has announced the economic growth 
rate of the first three quarters of the cur-
rent calendar year at 2.7%. This figure is 
of course very appropriate for the eco-
nomic growth but when its impacts can-
not be felt or observed in the economy, 
questions would come up. According to 
the ISC report, the growth rate of signifi-
cant sectors such as housing and mining 
in the current year has been negative and 
the growth rate of the industry sector is 

less too meager to attract attentions and 
the total growth rate of the three sectors 
is negative.

However, the growth rate of over 
85% of the oil sector put the economic 
growth up. Of course this is indicative 
of the significant role oil plays in Iran’s 
economy as a whole which is considered 
alarming. The growth of gross oil 
production has been the most important 
achievement of the nuclear talks with 
P5+1 and at present the current output in 
this sector has not reached that of 1391 
(2012-2013) and in comparison with the 
previous year has passed behind such 
growth. In addition, it should be noted 
that oil has not such an outstanding share 
in providing employment. Out of 22 
million working, only 200 thousand are 
active in the oil-related sectors. Also, 
the pre and post-oil relations with other 
sectors of Iran’s economy is meager and 
for this reason growth in this section is 

The Economy Is Not 
Feeling Well Yet! 

Iran’s economy since 
the past years has been 
dependent on oil and 
the overflow of the 

surplus revenues in this 
sector has resulted in 
public investment in 

sectors such as industry. 

noticeable only in indicators and not in 
daily life.

In the agriculture sector, economic 
growth is only due to the huge guaranteed 
purchase of wheat cultivators products by 
the government. Several billion tomans 
have been spent on wheat purchase and 
still the growth of this sector is 5% which 
in fact shows that problems of the agri-
culture sector are so serious that huge 
purchases cannot open the way to obtain 
a cross-sectional growth. Iran’s economy 
since the past years has been dependent 
on oil and the overflow of the surplus rev-
enues in this sector has resulted in public 
investment in sectors such as industry. 
The result was that in the past 80% of the 
country’s industry was in the hand of the 
government.

Of course during this period 
privatization has been implemented but 
unfortunately the major part of the new 
industry owners have acted so inefficiently 
that it was hoped the industry would have 
remained in the hands of the government. 
On the other hand, this practice led to 
the emergence and institutionalization 
of problems in the economy which could 
be clearly seen today. With the study of 
various aspects, it should be said that 
the growth rate in 1395 (2016-2017) is 
by no means a source of honor and thus 
cannot be relied upon. Iran’s economy is 
still suffering from recession and thus a 
solution should be thought for it. Let’s 
not forget that the economy is not feeling 
well yet!   
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tors, including in Aras Free Zone, located 
in northwestern Iran, at the border point 
with Armenia and Azerbaijan.

The Armenian president said the two 
countries were determined to implement 
their agreements on gas and electricity 
cooperation.

Rouhani also expressed hope for the 
restoration of peace, through dialogue, to 
the disputed Caucasus region of Nagorno-
Karabakh.

Describing Armenia and Azerbaijan 
as Iran’s “friendly neighbors”, Rouhani 
expressed optimism that “a lasting peace” 
would be established in the Karabakh 
region “through negotiations and political 
means”.

KAZAKHSTAN
On the second leg of Rouhani’s 

tour, which took him to Kazakhstan the 
next day, Tehran and Astana signed five 
cooperation agreements.

Rouhani and his Kazakh counterpart 
Nursultan Nazarbayev oversaw the 
signing of the accords. 

The agreements cover such areas 
as livestock quarantine, shipping in the 
Caspian Sea, tourism, social welfare and 
cooperation between the central banks 
of the two countries to facilitate mutual 
business.  

Iran and Kazakhstan also signed an 
agreement to establish a joint dual-modal 
transportation company that could lead to 
the creation of a new transport corridor 
connecting Iran’s southern ports to the 
upper parts of Central Asia – and even 
possibly Russia and China. 

The agreement was signed between 
the Islamic Republic of Iran Shipping 
Line (IRISL) and Kazakhstan’s KTZ 
Express – a subsidiary of the national 
railway company, Kazakhstan Railways. 

KYRGYZSTAN
Iran and Kyrgyzstan signed several 

cooperation agreements in Bishkek on 

the last leg of President Rouhani’s tour.
President Rouhani and his Kyrgyz 

counterpart, Almazbek Atambayev 
attended the signing ceremony of five 
agreements aimed at expanding economic 
cooperation between the two countries 
(Dec. 23).

High-ranking officials from the two 
countries signed the documents which 
include a Memorandum of Understanding 
on cooperation between Iran’s Ministry 
of Communications and Information 
Technology and Kyrgyzstan’s State 
Committee of Information Technologies 
and Communications.

The other documents focus on 
enhancement of bilateral collaboration in 
the fields of health and medicine, culture 
and arts, social affairs, and combating 
narcotics trafficking.

President Rouhani, at a joint press 
conference with his Kyrgyz counterpart, 
underlined Tehran’s determination to es-
tablish closer relations with the Eurasian 
Economic Union (EAEU).

“Since Kyrgyzstan is a member of 
the EAEU, relations with Kyrgyzstan and 
the whole EAEU can affect our economic 
ties, and we hope that the union will take 
proper decisions in this regard during 
its meeting on September 26 [2017],” 
Rouhani said.

He further pointed to the two 
countries’ plans to waive the visa 
requirement in three phases for business 
purposes, tourism and other ordinary 
trips, respectively.

Rouhani welcomed Atambayev’s 
proposal to connect China, Kyrgyzstan, 
Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan and Iran 
through a railway linking the region to 
the Sea of Oman, the Persian Gulf and 
the Indian Ocean.

He also expressed Iran’s prepared-
ness to transfer technical and engineer-
ing services to Kyrgyzstan and cooper-
ate with the country in different areas, 
including countering terrorism, narcotics 
and organized crime.

Atambayev lauded the close stances 
of both countries on various international 
issues.

The two countries condemn ter-
rorism in all its forms, said the Kyrgyz 
president, adding that no one has the right 
to attribute terrorism and extremism to a 
nation or religion with the aim of inciting 
Islamophobia.

He also expressed support for full 
membership of Iran in the Shanghai 
Cooperation Organization (SCO) and 
noted that Tehran’s potential can promote 
the international standing of the SCO.

Considering the fact that both 

Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan are SCO 
members, Iran is likely to seek further 
support for its membership to the 
organization. Iran has openly declared 
interest to join SCO; however, this has not 
been actualized due to the international 
sanctions against it. In the post-nuclear 
deal era (Joint Comprehensive Plan of 
Action), Iran has repeated its interest, 
and both China and Russia, along with 
other members, have supported Iran’s 
membership prospects. Ultimately, SCO 
might provide a platform for Iran to 
enhance its economic role in the region 
and help both Iran and China as well as 
Russia and the Central Asian countries, to 

strengthen ties.
As Iran is looking for new markets 

and partners in the post-JCPOA era, 
its relations with the eastern-initiated 
institutions are getting stronger. 

PRIORITIES
Speaking to reporters upon his return 

home, Rouhani said the sanctions were 
a big obstacle on the way of economic 
relations with Central Asian countries. 
“In post-JCPOA era, all countries are 
happy with economic ties with Iran and 
the government should facilitate export 
of technical and engineering services to 
these countries.”

Touching upon achievements in his 
regional tour, Rouhani said consultations 
were made over lifting visa issuance 
with Armenia and plans to do the same 
with Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan. He 
also noted that the Central Bank of Iran 
has established relations with the three 
countries’ banks.

He also pointed to security issues, 
removal of preferential tariffs, agricultural 
cooperation, extra-territorial farming, 
technical and engineering services, power 
plants and dams, cultural and academic 
ties, and joining the EAEU among issues 
discussed in the three countries. 

The agreement was 
signed between the 

Islamic Republic of Iran 
Shipping Line (IRISL) 
and Kazakhstan’s KTZ 
Express – a subsidiary 
of the national railway 
company, Kazakhstan 

Railways. 

Rouhani welcomed 
Atambayev’s proposal 

to connect China, 
Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, 
Turkmenistan and Iran 

through a railway linking 
the region to the Sea of 
Oman, the Persian Gulf 
and the Indian Ocean.
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Iranian President Hassan Rouhani 
arrived in Kuwait City on Feb. 15 as 
part of a lightning two-nation Persian 

Gulf tour aimed at mending ties strained 
by the conflicts in Syria and Yemen.

Rouhani met Kuwait’s Emir Sheikh 
Sabah al-Ahmad al-Jaber al-Sabah, who 
last month launched a dialogue with the 
Islamic Republic to normalize ties be-
tween Iran and the Persian Gulf states.

Ahead of the trip to Oman and Ku-
wait, Rouhani had expressed support for 
the latter’s efforts to “resolve misunder-
standings and boost relations” with the 
Persian Gulf countries.

“In this trip, there will be discus-
sions about the region, the situation in 
Iraq, Syria and in particular in Yemen,” 
Rouhani said before launching the tour.

Before arriving in Kuwait City, Rou-
hani was welcomed by Sultan Qaboos in 
Muscat, where the two discussed bilateral 
relations and the situation in the region.

“Tehran has always been in favor of 
resolving problems and disputes through 
dialogue,” Rouhani said. “Iran’s military 
power is only defensive.”

He appealed for a ceasefire, in-
creased humanitarian aid and political 
dialogue to resolve the conflict in Yemen.

“Today, the Yemenis are in a particu-
larly disastrous situation and we all have 
to act as Muslim countries to help this 
people,” he said.

Iran traditionally maintains good re-
lations with Oman, with which it shares 
control of the key Strait of Hormuz ship-
ping lane.

Kuwaiti Foreign Minister Sheikh 
Sabah Khaled al-Sabah visited Tehran in 
January, calling for a “normalization of 
ties and opening dialogue”.

Kuwait’s deputy foreign minister 
Khaled al-Jarallah said in remarks pub-
lished in mid-February that he hoped 
Rouhani visit would open a dialogue be-
tween the Persian Gulf states and Iran.

The Persian Gulf Cooperation Coun-
cil summit held in Manama in December 
asked Kuwait to initiate contacts with 
Tehran to start a dialogue to improve ties.

Kuwait, where 30 per cent of native 
citizens are Shias, has maintained normal 
relations with Tehran despite taking part 
in the Saudi-led military campaign on 
Yemen’s Shia Huthi rebels.

Will for Amity
After Rouhani’s visit to Oman and 

Kuwait, Iran said it shares a will with the 

two Persian Gulf countries to boost mu-
tual friendliness.

“The visits, which took place at a 
time when the region is in special and sen-
sitive circumstances, indicate the coun-
tries’ common will to expand friendly ties 
across the strategic waters of the Persian 
Gulf,” Foreign Ministry spokesman Bah-
ram Qassemi said on February 16.

Rouhani visited the countries at sep-
arate invitations sent to him by Oman’s 
Sultan Qaboos and Kuwait’s Emir al-
Sabah.

PGCC ties with Iran began to dete-
riorate last year amid the confrontational 
approach taken by the new Saudi rulers 
against Tehran.

Saudi Arabia unilaterally severed its 
diplomatic ties with Iran last January. It 
took the move after protests in front of its 
diplomatic premises in the Islamic Re-
public earlier against its execution of ven-
erable Shia cleric Sheikh Nimr al-Nimr. 

Qassemi said the Omani Sultan and 
the Kuwait Emir have always sought en-
hanced relations with Iran.

Beyond bilateral relations, the two 
leaders have invariably pursued the cre-
ation of a collective mechanism joining 
the Islamic Republic and regional coun-
tries in dialog on regional stability and 
threats as well as common concerns, in-
cluding terrorism and extremism.

During Rouhani’s Kuwait City trip, 
the Kuwaiti Emir expressed satisfaction 
and delight about Iran’s constructive ap-
proach towards efforts to reduce tension 
with neighboring Arab states.

Also lending importance to Rou-
hani’s visits, Qassemi said that self-serv-
ing efforts by some extra-regional coun-
tries over the past weeks were to alienate 
Islamic countries from one another.

“The visits and the far-reaching re-
ception showed that the extra-regional 
powers’ provocative policies have back-
fired,” the official added.

Earlier, reports emerged that the 

administration of US President Donald 
Trump was encouraging Arab states to 
join Israel in an anti-Iran alliance.

Observers have already warned that 
such alliance threatens to reverse long-
running diplomatic efforts by various 
parties at bringing the regional players 
together.

During his visit, the Iranian Presi-
dent was accompanied by an official 
delegation including Dr. Mohammad 
Javad Zarif, Minister of Foreign Affairs, 
Mohammad Nahavandian, Chief of Staff 
of Presidential Office,  Mohammadreza 
Nematzadeh, Minister of Industry, Mine 
and Trade, Dr. Valiollah Seif, Governor 
of Central Bank of Iran.

Iranophobia Plot 
Speaking at a meeting with Sultan 

Qaboos in Muscat on the first leg of his 
tour, Rouhani said the common enemies 
of Islam and the regional Arab countries 
have been propagating Iranophobia while 
Tehran’s power has always served peace. 

“Tehran has always been the har-
binger of the settlement of problems and 
differences through dialogue, and Iran’s 
military might is solely defensive and 
supports regional security,” Rouhani said.

The Iranian President stressed that 
the region’s security could be guaranteed 
only through cooperation among regional 
countries. “Therefore, the regional coun-
tries need to stand by each other and co-
operate for the sake of lasting stability 
and security in the region,” he added.

Describing Iran and Oman as the 
“guardians of the Strait of Hormuz,” Rou-
hani underlined the two countries’ role in 
safeguarding the security of the region 
and the strategic route for international 
trade. He also welcomed the expansion of 
ties between Iran and other countries of 
the region.

Iran has come to the help of regional 
countries whenever they were entangled 
in challenges, including terrorism, and 

will continue to render assistance to them 
if they demand it, he noted.

He also described Muscat-Tehran 
relations “friendly and deep-rooted,” and 
welcomed the promotion of ties in differ-
ent sectors, including economy, transpor-
tation, energy and trade.

Muslim Countries Urged to Help 
Yemen
Touching on the conflicts in the re-

gion, including in Yemen, the Iranian 
President described the situation in the 
impoverished Arab state as “very grave” 
and called for serious action to address 
the issue.

Establishment of a ceasefire, deliv-
ery of humanitarian aid and intra-Yemeni 
talks are the key to ending the crisis in the 
country, he added.

Sultan Qaboos, for his part, wel-
comed the expansion of ties between his 
country and Iran in the political, eco-
nomic and cultural sectors. He praised 
Iran’s resolve to hold amicable ties with 
its neighbors and promote regional co-
operation, saying such a policy would 
serve the region’s peace and security. The 
Omani ruler added that the countries of 

the Persian Gulf region had a “prime re-
sponsibility” to restore regional security 
through “consultations.”

Iran Ready to Develop All-Out 
Ties with Kuwait
During his meeting with Kuwait’s 

Emir in Kuwait City, Rouhani stressed 
that the two countries have close politi-
cal ties and that their economic relations 
must follow the suit.

“Iran is fully prepared for the de-
velopment of all-out ties, including joint 
investments in diverse projects, with Ku-
wait,” he said.

Rouhani Seeks to 
Mend Ties with 

Persian Gulf Countries

For his part, Sheikh Sabah stressed 
that his country is adamant to increase re-
lations with Iran in all fields.    

Kuwait Welcomes Prospects for 
Iran-PG Cooperation 
Kuwaiti deputy foreign minister wel-

comed prospects for cooperation between 
Iran and the Persian Gulf Arab countries 
to help resolve conflicts in the region.

Dialogue between Iran and the Per-
sian Gulf Arab countries would “contrib-
ute effectively to containment of many 
areas of tension in the region, whether 
in Yemen or in Syria or anywhere else in 
our region,” Kuwait’s state news agency, 
KUNA, quoted Jarallah as saying at a 
reception at Iran’s embassy in the Arab 
country.

“This is indeed what we are looking 
for,” the Kuwaiti official added, noting that 
dialogue would serve the interests of both 
Iran and the Persian Gulf Arab countries.

The senior Kuwaiti diplomat made 
the comments in response to Iranian For-
eign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif’s 
comments on the country’s relations with 
regional states, including those in the Per-
sian Gulf region. 

The Persian Gulf 
Cooperation Council 

summit held in Manama 
in December asked 
Kuwait to initiate 

contacts with Tehran 
to start a dialogue to 

improve ties.
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and Paris. 
The remarks by the French 

foreign minister came on the heels of 
a controversial decision by President 
Trump to ban Iranian nationals from 
entering the U.S. 

The French foreign minister 
– who headed a delegation of 100 
businesspeople in his Tehran trip - had 
further announced that Paris would 
double visas for Iranians in 2017 in what 
was seen as a response to the US ban 
against Iranians.   

“France wants to be able to allow 
a larger number of Iranians wishing 
to travel to France to ask for a visa in 
improved conditions,” he was quoted as 
saying.

“This project, which aims to 

double the number of visas currently 
issued for Iran, should take effect in the 
summer of 2017,” he said at the French 
ambassador’s residence in Tehran.

France has been issuing 41,000 
visas a year to Iranian nationals.

Threefold Jump in Trade
Iran’s Foreign Minister Mohammad 

Javad Zarif, speaking in the same 
business meeting, noted that trade 
between Iran and France following the 
implementation of the JCPOA has seen a 
threefold jump.

Zarif said bilateral trade in the 11 
months of 2016 stood at €1.7 billion.

 “The two countries’ potential for 
economic cooperation is far more than 
that,” he said.

Business France 
Office Opened 

in Tehran
In the face of growing tensions 

resulting from what many see as the 
unfolding anti-Iran approach by US 

President Donald Trump, France used a 
late January visit to Tehran by its Foreign 
Minister Jean-Marc Ayrault to show its 
support for the expansion of economic 
relations with Iran.

Ayrault told a meeting of Iranian-
French business leaders that last year’s 
nuclear deal with Iran had opened a 
new era that had already led to a major 
expansion of relations between the two 
countries.     

He said that protecting the Iran 
nuclear deal – the Joint Comprehensive 
Plan of Action (JCPOA) – was 
“extremely important” for Paris. 

The top French diplomat empha-

sized that it was the JCPOA that opened 
the way for France to move ahead with 
the expansion of its relations with Iran 
in all areas. 

Ayrault said development of 
France’s economic ties with Iran would 
benefit both countries, adding that Paris 
had never been so eager to expand 
relations with any other country. 

He further named the deals that 
Iran had already signed with companies 
Total, Renault and Airbus as examples 
of French determination to promote 
economic ties with the Islamic Republic.   

Nevertheless, Ayrault emphasized 
that the current banking hurdles remain-
ing from the years that Iran was under 
sanctions still needed to be removed to 
further facilitate trade between Tehran 

the United States and Europe, economic 
collaboration with other countries is 
facing numerous challenges. Yet, the 
Islamic Republic of Iran is all set to 
become a reliable trade partner for 
European countries, particularly France, 
based on mutual interests,” he said.

Zarif underlined the importance of 
partnership between the private sectors 
of the two countries. “Particular attention 
should be directed toward small- and 
medium-scale projects as well as major 
and large-scale projects,” he noted. 

“Cooperation with France is wel-
come in different sectors of oil and natu-
ral gas, petrochemicals, transportation, 
mining, science and technology, water 
and environment since these sectors are 
Iran’s priorities in the sixth five-year de-

Ayrault said 
development of France’s 
economic ties with Iran 

would benefit both 
countries, adding that 

Paris had never been so 
eager to expand relations 
with any other country. 

He added that the post-sanctions 
era has opened up new opportunities 
for both countries to have effective 
economic ties. 

“With the political developments in 
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velopment plan (2016-21).”
The development plans offer a 

medium-term roadmap designed by the 
government and Majlis to help achieve 
sustainable growth, outlining strategies 
in its budget planning for the next five 
years.

Long-Term Cooperation 
Ayrault said France has planned 

long-term cooperation with Iran in 
infrastructural projects, such as rail, 
ports, aviation and renewable energies.

“Development of bilateral econom-
ic ties is contingent on training young 
workforce, and French companies are 
ready to provide such training in modern 
agriculture, management of infrastruc-
tures, transportation and higher educa-
tion,” he said.

Ayrault viewed the absence of 
human capital as a major obstacle to 
improvement of mutual ties and said, 
“Over the past months, 17 memorandums 
of understanding have been signed 
between the two countries’ universities, 
which are bound to have an effective 
impact on the quality of future economic 
interactions.”

He also viewed the opening of 
“Business France” office in Tehran 
as a sign of France’s determination to 
improve cooperation with Iran and said 
normalization of banking ties is being 
pursued by his government.

Paris opened the first major 
European trade office in Tehran back 
in September 2015 during the visit of 
a French delegation led by the Minister 
of State for Foreign Trade, Tourism and 
French Nationals Overseas Matthias Fekl 
and Minister of Agriculture, Food and 
Forestry and Government Spokesperson 
Stephane Le Foll.

The new Business France office, lo-
cated at the country’s diplomatic mission 
in Tehran, seeks to facilitate commercial 
relations between the two countries.

Major French corporations, 
including plane maker Airbus, oil giant 
Total and automobile manufacturers 
Peugeot and Renault, have all signed 
deals with Iranian companies following 
the nuclear deal. 

“France has been quick in issuing 
export guarantees for Iran and this is an 
indication of trust we have in Iran. Iran, 

for its part, has to remove its financial 
obstacles for foreign investors to enter 
the market,” Ayrault said.

Main Hurdle
“Currently, complications associ-

ated with money transfer and banking 
transactions are the main obstacle to 
commercial interactions between the two 
countries,” said President of Iran Cham-

“France wants to be able 
to allow a larger number 

of Iranians wishing to 
travel to France to ask 
for a visa in improved 

conditions,” he was 
quoted as saying.

ber of Commerce, Industries, Mines and 
Agriculture, Gholamhossein Shafei, who 
was hosting the meeting. 

Shafei added that given the extensive 
experience and high-end technological 
development of French industries, 
companies of the two sides can forge 
alliances in fields such as infrastructure, 
construction, pharmaceuticals, medical 
equipment, transportation, environment 
and telecommunications. 

Five MOUs Inked
At the end of the meeting, five 

memorandums of understanding were 
signed between the two sides, including 
a cooperation document for development 
of Mashhad International Airport, two 
MoUs with Iran Fisheries Organization, 
one for the construction of a bioethanol 
factory in Kermanshah and another for 
sturgeon farming technology transfer. 
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Economy & Trade Section

Iran to Appeal Luxembourg 
Assets Seizure
The Central Bank of Iran (CBI) 

has strongly criticized a recent decision 
by a court in Luxembourg to seize $1.6 
billion of the Islamic Republic’s assets, 
saying the verdict did not amount to the 
enforcement of a related ruling by a US 
court. In a statement, the CBI announced 
that it would use all means at its disposal 
to protest and appeal the decision by the 
Luxembourg court, adding that legal ef-
forts would continue until the rights of the 
Iranian nation are restored (March 27).

Swedish Firm Finds Novel Way 
for Iran Business
A company in Sweden has come 

up with an innovative solution which 
both bypasses US sanctions and does 
away with the need for banks to process 
transactions with Iran. Brave New World 
Investments AB is reportedly accepting 
deposits in bitcoin which it converts to 
Iranian rial and invests in equities on the 
Tehran Stock Exchange (March 25).

Third New Airbus Arrives in 
Tehran
The third aircraft from a batch of 100 

planes Iran has purchased from European 
aviation giant Airbus following the 2015 
landmark nuclear agreement with the 
P5+1 group of countries has landed in 
the Iranian capital of Tehran (March 25).

Russia Devises Own SWIFT 
System
Russia says it has devised an 

alternative to a global electronic money 
transfer mechanism which the United 
States has shown it would readily use to 
disrupt overseas financial transactions of 

countries which it sanctions for political 
disputes (March 24).

New Zealand Delays Plan to 
Export Lambs to Iran
New Zealand says it has postponed 

a plan to export lamb to Iran – in what 
it says would be the first step to resume 
post-sanctions trade with the country 
– until December. A spokesman for 
Silver Fern Farms, one of two exporters 
working with import companies in Iran, 
was quoted by media as saying that 
the company was still in the very early 
process of making agreements over lamb 
exports to Iran (March 23).

Iran Diverting Water from Gulf 
of Oman Inwards
Iran says it is implementing a 

landmark project to divert water from the 
Gulf of Oman to its central plateau – a 
project that could not only address the 
country’s surging water crisis but could 
also help push ahead relevant economic 
plans in host regions (March 23).    

Korean, Turkish Firms to Build 
Power Plants in Iran
South Korea and Turkey have 

teamed up to develop a chain of power 
plants in Iran in what appears to be the 
first such partnership in the Middle 
East. The partnership was formed by 
virtue of an agreement that South Korea’s 
SK Engineering & Construction (SK 
E&C) signed with Turkey’s energy giant 
UNIT International S.A. on Saturday 
(March 19).

Iran’s Carpet Exports to US at 
$80m
Iran says it has exported $80 million 

worth of carpets to the United States over 
a period of 11 months starting March 21, 

2016 (March 19).  

Iran to Export 800,000 bpd of Oil 
to EU
Iran says it expects to increase ex-

ports of crude oil to Europe to as high as 
800,000 barrels per day (bpd) within the 
next two months. The announcement was 
made by Ali Kardor, the managing direc-
tor of the National Iranian Oil Company 
(March 19).

Traders Say Iran Business 
Returning to Normal
Serious signs have appeared show-

ing that doing business with Iran may 

have already started to return to normal 
a year after the removal of sanctions 
that had complicated commerce with the 
country since 2011. Reuters in a report 
emphasized that the most significant sign 
to the same effect had emerged after Iran 
purchased 40,000 tons of rice from Thai-
land in an international tender this week 
(March 17). 

US Welcomes India’s Chabahar 
Port Plan 
The United States has welcomed 

India’s plan to expand Iran’s Chabahar 
port as a project that a top military offi-
cial says will help the long-term stability 

of Afghanistan. US Army General John 
Nicholson, who commands US combat 
operations in Afghanistan, told the US 
Senate in a hearing that he welcomed the 
Chabahar project because it would offer 
Afghanistan a viable and economic alter-
native to shipping all its goods via Paki-
stan (March 16).

Iran Trade with Russia Grew 
Largest in 2016
Iran’s trade with Russia saw the 

highest growth in 2016, says Iranian 
Ambassador Mohammad Sanaei as the 
two countries are gearing up for Presi-
dent Hassan Rouhani’s imminent visit 

to Moscow. “I believe this trend will be 
maintained in the next two or three years 
and bilateral trade volume will reach 
$10 billion,” Russia’s Rossiya Segodnya 
quoted him as saying (March 15).

Iran Shipping Lines Not Seeking 
LSE Listing 
Iran’s leading cargo shipping enter-

prise – the Islamic Republic of Iran Ship-
ping Lines (IRISL) – has rejected a report 
that it is planning to float its shares on the 
London Stock Exchange (LSE). Mehdi 
Habib-Beigi, the director of IRISL Pub-
lic Relations Department, has dismissed 
the report as “totally false.” (March 14)

Top Iran Business & 
Energy News in First 

Quarter of 2017
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Iran to Emerge as World’s Key 
Zinc Supplier 
A new zinc mining project in Iran, 

which was recently awarded to a consor-
tium of locals, is expected to enable the 
country to supply at least 4 percent of 
the world’s total demand for the strategic 
metal once completed within the next few 
years. The development of Mehdiabad 
mine in central Iran would require an in-
vestment of $1.2 billion for an annual pro-
duction of 800,000 tons of zinc concen-
trate as well as other metals (March 14).   

Russia to Produce Patriot SUVs 
in Iran 

Russian automaker Ulyanovsky Av-
tomobilny Zavod (UAZ) says it is plan-
ning to produce its iconic off-road Patriot 
vehicles as well as its pickup trucks in 
Iran (March 12). 

Iran’s 2nd New Airbus Jetliner 
Lands in Tehran 
A second airplane purchased by Iran 

through a major post-sanctions deal with 
the European aviation giant Airbus has 
landed in the capital, Tehran. The Airbus 
A330-200 took off from the French city 
of Toulouse on Saturday and landed at 
Tehran’s Mehrabad International Airport 
later in the day (March 11).

Chabahar Port Early 
Development in 2018 
India says it expects to complete the 

first phase of the construction of Iran’s 
southeastern port of Chabahar in 2018. 
“We can complete the work on the first 
phase of the project in 2018… The funds 
are likely to be released shortly. Tenders 
are out for the project,” India’s Shipping, 
Road Transport and Highways Minister 
Nitin Gadkari was quoted as saying by 
the media (March 10).  

ZTE to Pay $900m to Settle Iran 
Sales Case
China’s telecom giant ZTE has re-

portedly agreed to plead guilty and pay 
nearly $900 million to settle a US sanc-
tions case involving Iran. ZTE faced alle-
gations that it had conspired to evade US 
embargoes by buying US components, 
incorporating them into its own equip-
ment and illegally shipping them to Iran 
(March 9).

Iran Banks to Push for 
Post-Sanctions Thaw 
Three major Iranian-owned banks 

in Britain are reportedly planning to push 
the country’s banks to do business with 
them through a top regulating agency. 
The Wall Street Journal reported that 

Bank Sepah, Persia International Bank 
PLC and Melli Bank PLC were consid-
ering filing an arbitration case with Brit-
ain’s Payment Systems Regulator – the 
independent economic regulator for the 
payment systems industry in – to the 
same effect (March 9). 

Luxembourg Court Rejects US 
Bid to Freeze Iran Assets
The governor of the Central Bank 

of Iran (CBI) says a Luxembourg court 
has rejected the US efforts to freeze $1.6 
billion of Iranian assets in the European 
country, adding that Washington has 
appealed the ruling (March 8)

Iran Invites IORA to Use Its 
Transportation Facilities
Iran says the littoral states of the 

Indian Ocean can benefit from its mari-
time transportation facilities to access re-
gional as well as international shipment 
points (March 7).

US Bid to Seize Iran Assets in 
Luxembourg Illegal
A senior official with the Central 

Bank of Iran (CBI) says US efforts to 
seize $1.6 billion of Iran’s assets in Lux-
embourg run counter to the international 
laws and will bear no fruit (March 7).

EAEU Agrees to Form 
Free-Trade Zone with Iran
The prime ministers of the Eurasian 

Economic Union (EAEU) have signed a 
directive ordering preparations for a tem-
porary agreement on forming a free-trade 
zone with Iran (March 7).

Americans Can Now Open Bank 
Accounts in Iran
Iran says it has been informed by 

Washington that US nationals can have 
bank accounts in the Islamic Republic. 
The announcement was made by a 
top official at the Central Bank of Iran 
(CBI), as reported by the domestic media 
(March 6).

France Calls for Normal Banking 
Ties with Iran
France has called for “normalization” 

of banking ties with Iran to improve 
economic relations between the two 
countries. French Economy Minister 
Michel Sapin said relations between Iran 
and France have considerably developed 

over the past few months, adding: 
”Financial circuits however need to be 
normalized. It’s our aim, our will-even if 
it can’t be done in a day.” (March 4)

Russian Carmaker to Launch 
Assembly Line in Iran
A Russian trade website says a lead-

ing automobile manufacturer is set to es-
tablish an assembly line in Iran in 2018. 
According to the website Russiancon-
struction.com the project will be jointly 
undertaken by UAZ and the Iranian com-
pany Tavan Khodro Jey Co with the two 
sides expected to assemble UAZ Patriot, 
UAZ Pickup and UAZ Cargo (March 4).

US Thwarts Europe Investment 
in Iran: Report
The US government has thwarted 

many funding projects and deals in 
Iran during the past months, a London-
based daily says. Citing European banks’ 
sources, Asharq al-Awsat said many 
visits by European delegations to Tehran 
since the lifting of sanctions on Iran in 
January 2016 had failed to bear fruit.

Iran to Receive Two Airbus 
Planes Soon
A top Iranian official says Tehran 

is set to receive two new planes from 
the giant European plane maker Airbus 
by March 20th. Iranian Minister of 
Roads and Urban Development, Abbas 
Akhoundi noted that the planes would 
be from the family of wide-body A330 
jetliners (Feb. 28).

IMF Hails Iran’s Economic 
Performance
The International Monetary Fund 

(IMF) has hailed Iran’s ability to achieve 
what it has described as an impressive 
economic recovery after the removal 
of multiple-year sanctions against the 
country (Feb. 28).

Iran Says ECO Needs to 
Be Restructured
Iran says it remains committed to 

supporting the Economic Cooperation 
Organization (ECO) but says ECO 
needs to be restructured to increase its 
efficiency. Foreign Minister Mohammad-
Javad Zarif told a conference of ECO 
foreign ministers in Islamabad that the 
restructuring of the Organization needed 
to be based on an inclusive economic 
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plan as well as adequate growth models 
(Feb. 28).

Iran, Indonesia Sign Banking 
Cooperation Deal
Iran and Indonesia have signed 

an agreement to promote their banking 
cooperation – a move both countries say 
was necessary to help facilitate trade. The 
agreement was signed between Valiollah 
Seif, the governor of the Central Bank 
of Iran (CBI) and Darmin Nasution, the 
visiting Indonesian coordinating minister 
for economic affairs (Feb. 27). 

Iran, New Zealand Agree to 
Resume Trade
Iran has signed a new agreement to 

resume sheep and beef imports from New 
Zealand and discussed possible kiwifruit 
and shrimp exports to that country. New 
Zealand Primary Industries Minister 
Nathan Guy and Iranian Agriculture 
Minister Mahmoud Hojjati witnessed the 
signing of the agreement which provides 
for chilled and frozen sheep and beef 
exports to resume with Iran, a statement 
said (Feb. 27).  

Russia Wants to Produce Ilyushin 
Planes in Iran
Russia says it has presented a 

proposal to Iran for the joint production 
of its Ilyushin planes in the Islamic 
Republic. Russia’s Energy Minister 
Alexander Novak was quoted as saying 
that he had presented the proposal – 
which involved the production of the 
renovated version of the Ilyushin Il-114 
regional planes - in his meetings with 
Iranian officials in Tehran (Feb. 23). 

Iran Reliable Trading Partner 
for Europe
Iran says it will always be a reliable 

trading partner for all European countries, 
specifically Germany. Mohammad-Javad 
Zarif, Iran’s foreign minister, told a 
forum on Iran’s investment opportunities 
in Munich that investments made by 
Germany companies in Iran over the 
past decades had already left a good 
impression on Iranians (Feb. 21).

Iran Rejects Europe’s Steel 
Dumping Charges
Iran has brushed aside European 

charges of possible dumping after Eu-
rope’s steel lobby group Eurofer char-

acterized Iranian steel exports as a 
threat. Eurofer said last week that Iranian 
exports to Europe had leapt to more than 
1 million tons annually and that the EU 
was investigating alleged dumping of 
hot-rolled steel by the Middle Eastern 
country (Feb. 20)

Iran Announces Leasing Deal for 
77 New Planes
Iran says it has reached a final 

deal with a foreign leasing enterprise to 
finance the country’s purchases of 77 
new planes from global aviation giants 
Boeing and Airbus (Feb 17).  

EU Reports Huge Rise in 
Iran Steel Imports
The European Steel Association – 

Eurofer – has reported a significant rise in 
Iran’s exports of steel to Europe, saying 
the country is now the third biggest 
exporter to the continent after China and 
India (Feb. 17). 

Iran to Create Fully-Owned 
Bank in Azerbaijan
Iran’s top banker says the country 

plans to establish a bank in Azerbaijan 
with 100 percent Iranian ownership. 
Valiollah Seif, the governor of the Central 
Bank of Iran (CBI), said that the plan 
involved turning a branch of Bank Melli 
Iran in Azerbaijan into an independent 
Azerbaijani bank (Feb. 16)

Sukhoi near Deal to Sell Superjet 
100s to Iran
Iran says Russia’s plane maker 

Sukhoi Civil Aircraft Company is moving 
closer to a deal to sell its Superjet 100 
aircraft to the country. Maqsoud As’adi 
Samani, the secretary of the Association 
of Iranian Airlines, was quoted as saying 
that Sukhoi had already started technical 
talks to obtain a license from the US 
Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign 
Assets Control (OFAC) to sell the planes 
to Iran (Feb. 14)

PSA to Carry Out Iran Plans 
despite US Threats
France’s auto giant PSA Group says 

it is pushing ahead with a plan to invest in 
Iran’s auto industry despite an increased 
anti-Iran rhetoric by the United States 
under President Donald Trump (Feb. 14).  

Japan’s Sojitz to Study Iran Steel 

Project
Japan’s Sojitz Corporation – the 

country’s sixth largest trading enterprise 
– has signed a basic agreement to study 
the production of steel sheets in Iran’s 
southeastern port of Chabahar (Feb. 13).  

Sweden in Pole Position in Iran 
with Bus Deal
Swedish truck maker Scania has 

signed an agreement to deliver 1,350 
buses to Iran where Prime Minister Ste-
fan Lofven visited with his largest busi-
ness team to the country ever (Feb. 13). 

Iran’s Auto Production Up 40% 
Year-on-Year
Iran says its production of auto-

mobiles has already seen an increase of 
around 40 percent over a period of 11 
months starting 21 March 2016 com-
pared to the same period in the previous 
year Feb. 12).  

Iran Says Reliance on Oil 
Reduced
Iran’s President Hassan Rouhani 

says his administration has been able to 
reduce the country’s reliance on oil rev-
enues over the past three years. Rouhani 

made the announcement in a speech at a 
rally in Tehran to mark the anniversary 
of the 1979 Islamic Revolution (Feb. 10). 

EU Court to Get Evidence of 
Iran Bans Impacts
Iran’s Bank Tejarat says it will soon 

submit documents to the Court of Justice 
of the European Union (CJEU) regarding 
the damages it has suffered as a result of 
EU sanctions (Feb. 9). 

Turkish Retailer Eyes Expansion 
into Iran
Turkish discount retailer BIM says 

it is exploring opportunities in Iran for 
possible opening of stores in a country 
which has largely remained closed off for 
years under sanctions (Feb. 8)

China Protests to US over Iran 
Sanctions
China says it has protested to the 

US for putting Chinese companies 
and individuals on a new sanctions list 
targeting Iran (Feb. 6). 

China Blocked $18bn of Iran’s 
Petrodollars
A report by a leading Iranian 
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newspaper says the country has at least 
$18 billion still blocked in China in what 
appears to be a result of complications 
related to previous sales of oil to Beijing 
during the years of sanctions (Feb. 5).  

UN Court Puts Iran’s anti-US 
Lawsuit in Motion
Iran says a lawsuit that it had 

submitted to the International Court 
of Justice (ICJ) – the principal judicial 
organ of the United Nations – against the 
United States last summer for freezing 
billions of dollars’ worth of its assets has 
been officially put in motion (Feb. 5). 

Iran Says Channel to Export 
Carpets to US Open
Iran says the channel to export its 

traditional hand-woven carpets to the 
United States is still open amid recent 
concerns in Tehran that Washington un-
der a new leadership had already banned 
imports and re-exports of the precious 
Persian handicraft (Jan. 29). 

Germany Interested in Iran 
Investment
Several major oil and petrochemical 

companies from Germany have voiced 
interest in investing in the Iranian oil sec-
tor. The companies including BASF say 
they are ready to invest a total of $12 bn 
in Iran (Jan. 24).

Iran Self-Sufficient in Petchem 
Production
Iran says it has achieved self-suf-

ficiency in production of two strategic 
petrochemical products which are widely 
used in making a variety of industrial 
foams and related materials (Jan. 23).  

Figures Show Iran’s Trade 
Balance Positive
Latest official figures show that 

Iran’s trade balance over a period of 10 
months, starting March 2016, remained 
in the positive territory. Figures released 
by the Customs Administration of Iran 
showed that the country’s non-oil exports 
over 10 months stood at $35.2 billion, 

registering a moderate increase of 8.3 
percent compared to the same period last 
year (Jan. 22).

Iran Establishes Saffron Bank
Iran has launched a high-security 

bank to store major amounts of the crown 
jewel of its non-oil exports – saffron 
(Jan. 22).   

Iran, Syria Sign Major Economic 
Deals
Iran and Syria have signed several 

agreements during a visit by Prime Min-
ister Imad Khamis to Tehran, according 
to which the Islamic Republic will build 
a mobile service operator in the Arab 
country (Jan. 18). 

Iran, Germany Seal Diesel 
Locomotives Deal
Iran says it has signed a deal with 

Germany to cooperate over production of 
50 diesel locomotives which will be used 
in the Iranian rail network (Jan. 17). 

Iran Eyeing Return to Global 
Debts Markets
Serious indications are appearing 

that show Iranian authorities are tak-
ing steps to help local firms sell bonds 
abroad. This appears to be part of a plan 
to encourage local firms to explore alter-
natives to domestic lending, where rates 
remain above 20 percent (Jan. 12).

Danske Bank in Financing Talks 
with Iran
Denmark’s Danske Bank A/S says it 

has started talks with the Central Bank of 
Iran (CBI) on arranging credit to clients 
with business activities in the country 
(Jan. 9).  

US, Italian Firms to Save Iran’s 
Troubled Brands
Iran says it has started talks with 

major American and Italian companies to 
form partnerships with some of its old-
est brands of household devices in what 
appears to be a policy to prevent their de-
mise (Jan, 8). 

World Bank Reports Major Drop 
in Iran’s Debts
The World Bank says Iran’s foreign 

debts rose slightly in 2015 but were still 
significantly lower than 2011 when the 
country faced a series of US-led sanc-
tions (Jan. 2). 

Energy Section

Pakistan to Give Iran Gas Talks 
another Shot
A Pakistani delegation will be visit-

ing Iran next month to revive talks on a 
planned gas pipeline which has been set 
back for years because of US and Saudi 
opposition. Iran’s gas delivery should 
have started in December 2014 but Paki-
stan has failed to complete its section of 
the pipeline under the contract signed 
back in 2010 (March 25).

Iran, Russia Eyeing Joint Gas 
Projects
Iran says it is negotiating with Rus-

sia to carry out joint natural gas devel-
opment projects. Hamid-Reza Araqi, the 
managing director of the National Irani-
an Gas Company (NIGC), was quoted by 
media as saying that negotiations to the 
same effect had been held between the 
National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC) 
and Russia’s Gazprom (March 24).

Iran Delivers First Oil Cargo to 
Belarus
Iran has delivered a major cargo of 

crude oil to Belarus through a key port 
in southern Ukraine. A tanker carrying 
600,000 barrels of oil had docked at the 
Port of Odessa (March 24).

Iran, Iraq to Lead Middle East 
Oil Growth
Speculations are growing that oil 

field development plans in Iran and 
Iraq would drive the largest production 
growth in the Middle East over the next 
four years. According to research con-
sultancy Rystad Energy that studies the 
OPEC member countries in the Middle 
East, Iran and Iraq are on track to meet 
production targets and are expected to 
specifically contribute to a rise in produc-
tion in the region from the second half of 
2017 (March 21).  

Total Looks to US Permit to Start 

Iran Plans
France’s energy giant Total is solic-

iting permission from US authorities to 
implement a slew of projects worth sev-
eral billion dollars in Iran. The biggest of 
all is Iran’s plans to develop phase 11 of 
the giant South Pars gas field with $4 bil-
lion of investment, in which Total seeks a 
50% stake (March 18).

South Korea’s Imports of Iranian 
Oil Up 54%
The latest official figures show that 

South Korea’s imports of oil from Iran 
rose by about 54 percent in February 
from a year ago (March 16).

Iran Using Gas Injections to 
Boost Oil Output
Speculations are emerging in me-

dia that Iran is injecting huge amounts 
of natural gas into its aging oil fields to 
boost its production of crude oil. Bloom-
berg in a report emphasized that Iran’s 
motivation for producing more gas was 
to re-inject it underground into crude oil 
reservoirs (March 16). 

Trans-Asia Link to Iran, Turkey 
Gets on Track  
A multi-nation conference on trans-

Asia connectivity has opened in New 
Delhi to explore the possibility of a rail 
freight service connecting India with Iran 
and Turkey. The two-day event brings to-
gether railway and custom officials from 
Afghanistan, Iran, Bangladesh, Bhutan, 
Kazakhstan, Myanmar, Nepal, Pakistan, 
Russia, and India along with govern-
ment officials, policy-makers and experts 
(March 15).

Iran Can Have 100% Renewable 
Grid by 2030
Iran has the capacity to build a 

100% renewable energy system by 2030 
with about $187 billion of investment, a 
Finnish university study has found. Ac-
cording to the Lappeenranta University 
of Technology, the country would need 
to develop about 49 gigawatts of solar 
power, 77 gigawatts of wind energy and 
21 gigawatts of hydropower to achieve a 
zero-emissions grid (March 15).

India’s Imports from Iran 
Trebled in February 
The latest shipping figures show 
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that India’s imports of crude oil from 
Iran in February increased by about three 
times compared to the same period last 
year. Shipping data released by Reuters 
showed that India’s imports of oil from 
Iran rose to 647,000 barrels per day (bpd) 
in February. That was 16.7 percent more 
than January, and almost trebled from 
February 2016 (March 13).

Linde Says Banking Issues 
Delaying Iran Plans 
German industrial gases group 

Linde says it has revived plant-
engineering contracts in Iran but cannot 
work on them due to banking problems 
that obstructed transferring money out of 
the country (March 10). 

Iran, South Africa Eyeing GTL 
Project
Iran says it has started talks with 

South Africa over a strategic project to 
produce fuel from natural gas – a project 
that South Africa’s chemicals firm Sasol 
was pursuing in the Islamic Republic 
but later had to abandon as a result of 
sanctions (March 6)

Iran, South Africa Eyeing GTL 
Project
Iran says it has started talks with 

South Africa over a strategic project to 
produce fuel from natural gas – a project 
that South Africa’s chemicals firm Sasol 
was pursuing in the Islamic Republic 
but later had to abandon as a result of 
sanctions (March 6). 

Iran Says It ‘Understands’ 
Total’s Concerns
Iran says it understands why Total 

had to delay a decision to go ahead with 
the development of a key gas project in 
the country until the position of the new 
US administration toward foreign invest-
ments in the Islamic Republic is known. 
“This company has announced that it is 
waiting for US’ final decision and we 
understand it,” Amir-Hossein Zamani-
nia, Iran’s deputy petroleum minister for 
international affairs and trading, told a 
conference in Tehran (March 5). 

Iran Mulls Awarding Gas Field 
Deal to Shell
Iran says it may start negotiations 

with global energy giant Shell over the de-
velopment of Kish gas field which holds 

the country’s largest reservoirs of natural 
gas after South Pars.  Noureddin Shahn-
azizadeh, the managing director of the 
Petroleum Development and Engineering 
Company (PEDEC), was quoted by the 
domestic media as saying that a planned 
tender over Kish might be scrapped be-
cause no other company had approached 
Iran over the project (March 5).

 
Defying Trump, Iran Draws up 
$80bn of Deals
Iran is negotiating $80 billion of 

oil deals for signing, some of which are 
expected to be finalized no later than the 
next three months, two senior officials 
said in Tehran (March 4). 

Iran’s Post-Sanctions Oil Exports 
to EU Rise
Reports say Iran’s exports of crude 

oil to Europe surged after the EU lifted 
most of the trade and financial restrictions 
against the country in January 2016. 
Platts energy news service reported that 
Iran had sent a total of 63 major crude 
cargoes to France, Italy, Greece and 
Spain over the past year (March 2).

Asian Imports of Iran Oil up 
about 70%
The latest market figures show that 

imports of Iranian crude oil by Asia’s 
four main buyers increased by about 70 
percent in January. Figures released by 
Reuters show that China, India, South 
Korea and Japan imported 1.64 million 
barrels per day (mb/d) of oil from Iran 
last month (Feb. 28). 

‘Total Eyeing Stake in Iranian 
LNG Project’
French energy giant Total is report-

edly in talks with Iran to buy a major 
stake in one of the country’s main lique-
fied natural gas (LNG) projects. Reuters 
quoted several sources with knowledge 
of the matter as saying that the project 
which Total was considering to invest 
was Iran LNG. The move, it said, would 
enable the company to unlock vast gas 
reserves in Iran (Feb. 27).

Iran Hails OPEC Compliance 
with Output Cuts
Iran has described OPEC’s level of 

compliance with production cuts in Janu-
ary as satisfactory with the country’s oil 
minister saying he expects more coop-

eration – not only from OPEC member 
states but also non-member producers - 
to cut output and help stabilize the mar-
ket (Feb. 27).    

Novak: Russia to Buy 100,000 
bpd of Iran Oil
Energy Minister Alexander Novak 

says Russia is negotiating daily purchases 
of 100,000 barrels of crude oil from 
Iran. The two countries are currently 
discussing the terms of a potential 
agreement, Novak said, adding he 
expected the deal to be reached “within 
weeks.” (Feb. 27)

Indonesia to Purchase Oil from 
Iran
Indonesia says it is looking into the 

prospects of purchasing crude oil from 
Iran through long-term supply agree-
ments. The announcement was made by 
Darmin Nasution, the visiting Indonesian 
coordinating minister for economic af-
fairs (Feb. 26). 

Iran’s Condensate Exports Hit 
New Record
The latest official figures show that 

Iran exported a record volume of 24 mil-
lion barrels of condensate to Europe and 
Asia in January. The volume had been 
stored over several past months in tank-
ers at sea and the bulk of exports had 
been made to Asia (Feb. 26). 

BASF in Talks with Iran over Oil 
Investment
Germany’s BASF, the country’s 

largest producer of chemicals, says it is in 
talks with Iran over possible investments 
in the Iranian oil industry (Feb. 24).  

‘Oil above $55 p/b Not to OPEC’s 
Benefit’
Iran says the member states of the 

Organization of the Petroleum Exporting 
Countries (OPEC) will not benefit if oil 
prices increase beyond $55 per barrel. 
Iran’s Oil Minister Bijan Zanganeh was 
quoted by the domestic media as say-
ing that if oil specifically surges above 

$60 per barrel, the non-OPEC producers 
would increase their production to ben-
efit the most from rising prices (Feb. 23).

Iran, Russia to Sign Oil Contract 
Soon
Iranian Minister of Petroleum Bi-

jan Zangeneh says Tehran is set to sign a 
deal with Moscow within the next 10 to 
15 days to sell 100,000 barrels per day of 
oil to Moscow (Feb. 21). 

‘Iran, Russia Begin to Construct 
Power Plant’
A new report says Iran and Russia 

have launched a project to construct a 
thermal power plant in southern part of 
the Islamic Republic. According to the 
Russian website, Sputnik the project was 
launched in the southern city of Bandar 
Abbas during a ceremony attended by 
Russian Energy Minister Alexander No-
vak (Feb. 21).

Iran, Iraq Seal Deal to Export 
Kirkuk Oil

Iran and Iraq have signed a basic 
agreement that envisages exporting Iraqi 
oil through the Iranian territory – a scheme 
that would remove Baghdad’s reliance 
on the Kurdistan Regional Government 
(KRG) to export its oil through a pipeline 
to Turkey. The agreement was signed 
during a meeting between Iraq’s Oil 
Minister Jabar al-Luaibi and his visiting 
Iranian counterpart Bijan Zanganeh 
(Feb. 20). 

Official Rejects Total Pulling out 
of Iran Project
A senior Iranian energy official has 

rejected reports that France’s Total had 
pulled out of an initial deal to develop part 
of Iran’s giant South Pars gas field. Total 
sealed the $4.8 billion deal in November 
to develop Phase 11 of South Pars but 
there are reports that it is having second 
thoughts amid President Donald Trump’s 
harsh anti-Iran rhetoric (Feb. 20)

France’s Oil Imports from Iran 
Jump in January
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Iran has reported a major rise in 
exports of crude oil to France in January 
– an announcement that comes as the 
country is already expanding the list of 
its European oil clients. Iran’s Ministry 
of Petroleum announced that Iran’s oil 
exports to France over the past month had 
increased by 70,000 barrels per day (bpd) 
to reach 180,000 bpd. The figure showed 
an increase of 61 percent compared to 
December 2016 (Feb. 19).

Iran Announces Major Shale Oil 
Discovery
Iran says it has discovered major re-

serves of shale oil in the western parts of 
the country with a top official saying that 
the reserves are the first that have a fea-
sible potential for production. (Feb. 19)

Belarus Purchases First Ever Oil 
Cargo from Iran
Reuters reported that Belarus’s Bel 

Oil had purchased 80,000 tons – equal 
to 600,000 barrels – of Iranian Light and 
Heavy crude oil from National Iranian 
Oil Company (NIOC) for loading in Feb-
ruary (Feb. 17)

Saudis Lose South Korea Oil 
Market Share to Iran
Figures show that Saudi Arabia has 

lost a significant share of South Korea’s 
oil market to Iran. The latest market 
figures show that South Korea’s imports 
of crude oil from Iran doubled in January 
(Feb. 16).

Iran Finds 30 Billion Barrels 
of Oil
Iran has discovered about a dozen 

new oil fields with in-place reserves of 30 
billion barrels, head of exploration at Na-

tional Iranian Oil Company (NIOC) says. 
Some 4.7 billion barrels of these reserves 
are recoverable, said Seyyed Saleh Hendi 
who also announced the discovery of 128 
trillion cubic feet of gas (Feb. 13).

Lotos Eyeing Long-Term Iran Oil 
Supply Deal
Poland’s second-biggest refiner 

Lotos says it is looking into sealing a 
long-term oil supply deal with Iran. 
Lotos Chief Executive Officer Marcin 
Jastrzebski was quoted as saying that the 
deal could be signed with Iran after his 
company completed a new coking unit at 
its Gdansk refinery next year (Feb. 12).

Iran: No Problem for Oil Talks 
with Saudis
Minister of Petroleum Bijan Zan-

geneh says Iran has no problem for talks 
with Saudi Arabia in order to stabilize the 
oil market as he praises OPEC commit-
ment to production cuts (Feb. 8). 

Iran-Oman to Finalize Gas 
Pipeline Talks Soon
Iran says it expects to finalize talks 

over an ambitious project to export natural 
gas to Oman through a subsea pipeline 
in early March. The announcement 
was made by Iran’s Oil Minister Bijan 
Zanganeh after meeting Oman’s Oil and 
Gas Minister Mohammed Bin Hamad Al 
Rumhy in Tehran (Feb. 7).

US Firms Shut Out of Iran Oil 
Tenders
US companies stand no chance of 

participating in bidding for Iran’s oil 
fields which the country plans to develop 
with international help, a senior official 
says. Iran’s Deputy Petroleum Minister 

for Commerce and International Affairs 
Amir Hossein Zamaninia said that US 
firms do not face any restrictions for 
work in the resource-rich country but 
American sanctions make such activities 
impossible (Feb. 6).

Iran Extends Deadline for Bids 
on Oil Projects
National Iranian Oil Company has 

extended a deadline for bids on oil and 
gas projects.

Head of NIOC, Ali Kardor said the 
deadline for bids had been pushed back 
to February 15. The official went further 
adding the original late January deadline 
had been extended because “information 
from some companies was not complete.” 
(Feb. 4)

Total Sets Iran Energy 
Investments in Motion
Signs have emerged that France’s 

Total has already set in motion its plans 
to develop Iran’s energy projects – what 
could embolden other global giants that 
are still uncertain about the prospects 
for making investments in the country. A 
top official from the National Iranian 
Oil Company (NIOC) told the domestic 
media that Total has officially started the 
development of Phase 11 of Iran’s South 
Pars natural gas zone – a major project 
which it will develop together with Iran’s 
Petropars and China’s CNPC (Feb. 2).  

‘US Oil Companies Face No Ban 
in Iran’
Iran says there is no ban on American 

companies working in the country’s 
oil industry. Iranian Oil Minister Bijan 
Zanganeh says “American companies 
face no ban for entering our oil industry.” 

(Jan. 31)

Lukoil Says Iran Is Target, Sees 
Deal Imminent
Russia’s Lukoil Company says it 

hopes to reach an agreement on develop-
ment of two oil fields in Iran in the first 
half of the year (Jan. 30). 

Iran Exports Major Condensate 
Cargo to Japan
Iran says it has started exporting 

condensate – a form of ultra-light oil - 
from two newly launched phases of its gi-
ant South Pars gas field to Japan (Jan. 27).  

Iran Starts Sending Own Oil 
Tankers to Europe
Reports say Iran has sent at least two 

supertankers to Europe in what appears 
to be the country’s first direct shipment of 
crude oil to EU clients after the removal 
of sanctions last year. (Jan. 27)

Europe Preparing for Biggest 
Iran Oil Imports
Market figures show Europe is 

preparing to import the highest amount 
of crude oil from Iran in five years this 
month. Figures released by Bloomberg 

show that arrivals on supertankers will 
reach 622,581 barrels a day in January, 
the biggest flows for a single month since 
at least November 2011 (Jan. 26).   

OMV, Dana Energy Sign 
Cooperation Deal
Austria’s energy giant OMV says it 

has signed a basic agreement with Iran’s 
Dana Energy to cooperate in the Iranian 
oil and gas development projects (Jan. 26)   

Iran’s Oil Sales Reach $30bn
Iran’s deputy petroleum minister 

says Tehran’s total crude oil and 
condensate sales reached around $30 
billion in the first 9 months of the current 
Persian calendar year which started on 
March 20 (Jan. 14).

Iran Eyes $55bn Investment in 
Petchem Sector
Iran’s deputy petroleum minister 

says the country needs to attract some $55 
billion worth of investment to develop its 
thriving petrochemical sector (Jan. 14).

‘Japan to Upgrade Iran’s Key 
Refineries’
Iran says it is negotiating with com-
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tariffs to support domestic production, 
distribution of financial resources to 
inefficient and loser enterprises have 
been repeated for four decades with the 
only result being waste of resources. 

Hasn’t the time arrived to try 
things that have not been tried over 
those four decades? What brought the 
growing trend of the economy in the 
60s to an impasse was disorder in finan-
cial and monetary policies along with 
exercising heavy bureaucracy and cre-
ating market repressive organizations, 
which altogether made the business at-
mosphere turbulent and insecure. 

Liberalization of the business at-
mosphere through suspension of in-
vestment deterrent permits and elimi-
nation of interventionist agencies in the 
market is the only production boosting 
policy, which has no financial cost. Is 
there anyone to take this cost-free solu-
tion seriously and try it once? 

panies from Japan to upgrade two key 
refineries – a move that could further 
expand the country’s abilities to produce 
gasoline (Jan. 9).   

Philippines Joins List of Iran’s 
Oil Clients
Iran says it is negotiating with the 

Philippines over exports of crude oil to 
the country – a fresh indication that the 
list of the Islamic Republic’s oil clients 
is still expanding after the removal of 
sanctions last year (Jan. 6)

Iran Says Inpex Tipped to Win 
Azadegan
Japan’s largest oil and gas explora-

tion and production company is report-
edly trying to win a contract over the de-
velopment of a major oil project in Iran 
that it abandoned in 2010 (Jan. 5).

World’s Largest Oil Trader 
Loans $1bn to Iran
The world’s largest independent oil 

trader Vitol has signed a deal to provide 
Iran with a major loan worth $1 billion - 
a landmark move that can help expedite 
the country’s crucial plans to boost its 
production of crude oil (Jan. 5). 

confusion in the harmonized movement 
of the national economy. Infrastructural 
bottlenecks generated a massive wast-
age of the resources. The general level 
of commodity prices started to increase 
and in order to check the trend, the 
government on the one hand created 
market suppressive institutions such 
as Price Monitoring Center and, on 
the other hand, switched on the pipes 
for low cost imports by relying on the 
petrodollars. The result of these poli-
cies was weakening of the private sec-
tor against the public sector which was 
getting fatter every day. 

Since that time, the government 
cast its shadow on the national econ-
omy from two directions and pushed 
the emerging and growing private sec-
tor into the margin; one measure was 
through direct involvement of all kinds 
of economic and entrepreneurial activi-
ties which made it harder for the pri-

vate sector; the other was through com-
prehensive and crippling interventions 
in all markets by creating wide and long 
bureaucracy which was very costly and 
deterrent for the private sector. 

Unfortunately, the vicious legacy 
remaining from the overall government 
control of the economy in mid 70s, con-
tinued after the (1979) Islamic Revolu-
tion; of course the exception was that the 
abundance of oil revenues did not repeat 
up to mid-2000s. The result of this hurt-
ful legacy has been continued and irregu-
lar monetary and fiscal policies, two-
digit inflation rate, and weak economic 
growth rate.

Various governments have time and 
again tried what has already been tried 
in order to restore sustainable economic 
prosperity to the country with the lever 
of supportive policies but to no avail. 
Granting all types of subsidies to pro-
ducers and consumers, introducing high 

Continued from page 9
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Iranian filmmaker Asghar Farhadi’s 
choice of replacement speakers at the 
Oscars has won praise from Iranians 

and has been seen as adding an extra layer 
of subtlety to his message in absentia. 

Protest vote against Donald Trump’s 
travel ban suspected to be partly behind 
Iranian director Asghar Farhadi’s surprise 
victory 

Farhadi won his second Oscar (Feb. 
26) for The Salesman, about a couple 
whose relationship is thrown into disarray 
after an intruder surprises the wife in the 
shower. The story is influenced by Arthur 
Miller’s Death of a Salesman. The win 
has put him on a shortlist of elite directors 
who have won an Oscar in the foreign 
film category more than once, including 
Federico Fellini and Ingmar Bergman. 

Farhadi boycotted the ceremony 
in Los Angeles “out of respect for the 
people of my country and those of other 
six nations” affected by Donald Trump’s 
travel ban on seven predominantly 

Farhadi Blasts Tr ump’s Travel Ban

Muslim countries, which he said “have 
been disrespected by the inhumane law 
that bans entry of immigrants to the US”. 

Instead he sent two Iranian-
Americans to pick up the award and read 
his message. They were Firouz Naderi, 
a former NASA scientist who was the 
project manager for the Mars exploration 
and Anousheh Ansari, the first self-funded 
woman in the world to have gone into 

Farhadi won his second 
Oscar (Feb. 26) for 

The Salesman, about a 
couple whose relationship 

is thrown into disarray 
after an intruder 

surprises the wife in 
the shower.

space. In 2006, Ansari grabbed global 
headlines after becoming the first Iranian 
in space and also the first woman tourist 
to visit the international space station. 

“There are quite a number of promi-
nent Iranian-Americans here that he could 
have asked,” Naderi told reporters mo-
ments after the two collected the award. 
“I think the reason that he chose the two 
of us … is if you go away from the Earth 
and look back at the Earth, you don’t see 
any of the borders or the lines; you just 
see the one whole beautiful Earth.”

Farhadi’s win has lifted spirits in 
Iran. Millions woke up to the good news, 
which came too late to make it to front 
pages in Tehran. The Iranian foreign min-
ister reacted to the news in the early hours, 
tweeting: “Proud of cast & crew of “The 
Salesman” for Oscar & stance against 
#MuslimBan. Iranians have represented 
culture & civilization for millennia.”

At the Oscars, Ansari read Farhadi’s 
message to the audience’s applause. “Di-

viding the world into the ‘us’ and ‘our 
enemies’ categories creates fear -- A de-
ceitful justification for aggression and 
war. These wars prevent democracy and 
human rights in countries which have 
themselves been victims of aggression. 

“Filmmakers can turn their cameras 
to capture shared human qualities and 
break stereotypes of various nationalities 
and religions. They create empathy be-
tween us and others: An empathy which 

we need today more than ever.”
Farhadi’s reference to “us” and the 

“enemies”, seen as a condemnation of 
Trump’s policies, also appeared to carry 
a message to politicians inside Iran. In 
January, when he announced the reasons 
behind his decision to boycott the Oscars, 
he targeted hardliners both in Iran and 
the US. 

“This is not just limited to the United 
States; in my country hardliners are the 

same. For years on both sides of the ocean, 
groups of hardliners have tried to present 
to their people unrealistic and fearful 
images of various nations and cultures 
in order to turn their differences into 
disagreements, their disagreements into 
enmities and their enmities into fears,” 
he said in a statement in the New York 
Times. “Instilling fear in the people is an 
important tool used to justify extremist 
and fanatic behavior by narrow-minded 
individuals.”

At the Oscars ceremony, Ansari wore 
a scarf around her body that depicted a 
map of her birthplace, the Iranian city of 
Mashhad, as seen from space. In remarks 
made to reporters after the speech, she 
said not coming to the Oscars was a 
difficult decision for Farhadi.

“It was very difficult, as you know 
this would be his second Oscar, and he 
would be the fourth foreign film-maker to 
receive two Oscars, it was a big deal for 
him. I think not coming he felt that it’s 
very important to make the statement that 
he made,” she said. 

Naderi said: “When you want to 
stand on your principles, you have to 
make hard choices, and he just made 
one.”

On Feb. 25, thousands of Iranians 
turned up at Trafalgar Square in London 
to watch The Salesman in a special open-
air screening organized by the London 
mayor, Sadiq Khan. 

Afsaneh Gitiforooz, an Iranian psy-
chologist who watched the screening, told 
the Guardian: “Today the art is winning. 
It’s winning because it is sending a mes-
sage bigger than any statement or signa-
ture that someone like Trump can sign.” 

Abbas Faiz, an Iranian independent 
human rights consultant, said the London 
gathering sent a “beautiful message”. “It 
shows the power of art, that it’s so potent. 
So many people in this world would 
not accept the negative and poisonous 
propaganda that is coming out from the 
new administration from the United 
States,” he said.  
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